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,1

1. Study.SicligrawiLangGiaLx

It is generally acknowledged that students In the secondary schools of the

United States are exposed to very little instruction in the arts. Simi-

larly, with the exception of those courses-which are integral parts of an

academic program (e.g., English, history, and foreign language) exposure to

the humanities is limited in the nation's secondary schools.

There have been a number of explanations offeied for the lack of emphasis or

the arts one on the humanities In America's educational system. According

to some, the status of arts and humanities education in America's schools is

a reflection of the commonly' held be that the study of these areas is

not necessary to prepare students for further education or for success in

the Job market. Arts and' humanities are frequently seen as antithetical to

the back-to-basics movement with its narrow conception of curricul urn.

Others view the Increased, emphasis on mathematics and science as detrimental

to the future of arts and humanities education.

The view that the arts and the humanities are not an integral part of the

education of the nation's youth has been challenged. The College Board, the

National Commission on Excellence in Educatiogvand the Carnegie 'Foundation

have all stated the Importance of these subject areas in . the overall'

educational, experience. The College Board and the Carnegie Foundation have

suggested that the arts be identi#Ied as one of the basics In a core

curriculum and that the principles associated with the humanities be

affirmed as concepts essential for understanding one's community and the

world.

Whet has been needed to support any new impetus in arts and humanities edu-

cation is contemporary information on th6 status of arts and humanities in-

struction in the nation's schoPis. Information has been needed on moondary

school arts and humanities of and the levels of student participation

In these courses. in gick. Information has been needed on the

characteristics of schools offertng arts and humanities instruction and on

the types of students who have chosen to study in these areas.

x
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The National Center for Education Statistics (NOES) of the U.S. Department

of Education contracted with Evaluation Technologies incorporated to design

and conduct an analysis of arts and humanities education. The genoral

objectives of the analysis were to:

2

identify current arts and humanities course offerings and student

enrollments IP U.S. secondary schools;

Identify those school characteristics associated with course

offerings and course enrollmerts In the arts and the humanities;

Define the arts and humanities course-takit.g patterns of secondary

rzhool studeis;

Determine mile characteristics of students who took more than the

average amount of mursewark in the arts and the humanities; and

Determine the occupational and educational aspirations of students

who took more than the average amaurt of coursework in the arts

and the humanities.

II -Ili tt',I

Over 18,600 (94.1 percent) of the 19,725 secondary schools In the United

States offered one or more courses in the arts during the 1981-82 school

year. Schools offered a total of 223,000 course titles In the arts, with an

average of 11 distinct course titles offered per school. These courses

varied in lengtt from one-quarter of a year to one full year.

The arts program most commonly offered was music [see Figure 1]. Music

instruction was offered by over 90 percent of the secondary schools. Eighty-

five percent of the schools offered Instruction In the fine arts, while

nearly one-half of all schools offered crafts and dramatic arts instruction.

Luss than one.-third of the schools offered creative writing, graphic and

commercial arts, dance, and design courses.

xi

13
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Humanities courses were offered at 19,700 schools (99.9 percent) during the

1981-82 school year. Over 90 percent of the schools offered humanities

courses other than English and foreign languages. A total of 495,000

course titles were offered in the humanities. The average number of unique

course titles In the humanities per school was 25. Again, course length

varied from one-quarter of a year to one full year.

Humanities offerings at nearly every school included English and history

[see Figure 2]. In addition, over two-thirds of all schools offered

foreign languages, rhetoric and composition, and anthropology and cultural

geography. Cultural appreciation courses such as music aporeciation and art

appreciation were offered at about 40 percent of the secondary schools,

while less than 20 percent of the schools offered multi-disciplinary and

inter-disciplinary studies, philosophy, and religion courses.

A majority of the estimated 3,268,000 1982 high school seniors (69 percent)

had enrolled In at least one arts course between their freshman and their

senior years. The highest enrollments were in music and fine arts [see

Figure 3]. About one out of three students enrolled in these programs at

some point in their high school careers. Over 12 percent of the students

enrolled In the dramatic arts and almost 14 percent enrolled in crafts

courses.

Over a million more students enrolled In one or more humanities courses than

enrolled in the arts. As expected, the highest enrollments in the humani-

ties were in English and history [see Figure 4]. Only three percent or less

of the seniors had enrolled In a philosophy or religion course.

3. Offerings in the Arts and liamapItharacterip.
tics

Arts and humanities offerings varied considerably from school to school.

Some of the major findings regarding differential course availability were:

* Arts courses were offered by 95 percent of the public and Catholic

schools and by 86 percent of the other private schools. Catholic

schools were more likely than other schools to offer philosophy,

religion, foreign languages, and anthropology and cultural

geography.
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4.

Schools with 1,500 students or more were more likely than mailer

schools to offer instruction in dance, dramatic arts, graphic and

commercial arts, and crafts. With respect to the hunanities, the

larger schools were more likely to offer courses in foreign

languages, anthropology ,end cultural geography.

Schools In the South were less likely than schools In other

regions to offer instruction In dramatic arts, design, crafts, and

creative writing. Schools In the North were more likely to offer

courses In foreign language, anthropology and cultural geography,

and cultural appreciation courses. Fine arts courses were offered

more In the North and West than in the South.

Rural schools were less likely than others to offer courses In

most of the arts program areas. In the humanities, rural schools

were less likely to offer courses in foreign languages, anthro-

pology and cultural geography, and cultural appreciation.

In general, the percentage of schools offering arts courses

decreased as the percent of students in a college preparatory

program decreased. ,

The percentage of schools offering instruction in the arts was

higher among schools with a gifted-talented program.

Multi-disciplinary and Inter-disciplinary studies, foreign

languages, rhetoric and composition, and anthropology and cultural

geography courses were less often available when the percent of

disadvantaged was 25 or more.

Multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary studies, philosophy and

religion, and cultural appreciation courses were offered more
frequently in schools where more than 75 percent of the students

generally went on to college.

te,r-1

Enrollments in the arts and humanities, like course offerings in these

areas, were higher in schools with certain characteristics. In particular,

a higher percentage of public school students than of Catholic school

students took one or more arts courses over their high school careers. A

higher percentage of private school students than of public school students

enrolled in philosophy, religion, and foreign languages. Students attending

urban schools were more likely than others to have taken at least one art

course. Rural schools had the lowest enrollments In foreign languages.

Schools In the northern and southern regions of the country had a lower

percentage of their students enrolled In the arts. Other findings relating

arts and humanities enrollments to school characteristics included:

xvii



S.

The percentage of students who took at least one art course did
not vary by school size.

The percentage of students who took foreign language, anthropology
and cultural geography, or rhetoric and composition increased with
the size of the school.

Schools in the South had the lowest percentage of their students
enrolled In philosophy and religion, anthropology end cultural
spography, and cultural appreciation courses.

Foreign language enrollments were relatively higher in schools
where the percent of students in a college reparatory program was
high.

There were few differences In the arts enrollments between schools
with and those without a gifted and talented program. With
respect to humanities courses, however, schools which offered a
gifted and talented program had higher enrollments in foreign
languages and anthropology, but lower enrollments In history and
rhetoric and composition.

Schools with 10 percent or more black students had the lowest
enrollments in music and crafts courses.

The percentage of students who enrolled in one or more arts or
humanities courses for the most part did not vary by the percent
of s adents from non-English speaking homes or the percent of
students who were classified as disadvantaged.

Enrollments in, foreign language courses and rhetoric and
composition courses tended to be lower In schools which had a
higher percentage of disadvantaged students.

The percentage of students who took at least one art course was
not strongly related to the percentage of graduates of that school
who typically went on to college. Enrollments In certain
humanities courses were related to this characteristic. For
example, In schools where 75 percent or more of the graduates
generally went on to college, 82 percent of the students enrolled
in foreign languages. In the other schools, the percent taking
foreign languages was between 37 and 59.

oil -le 1114. ,1

Over their high school careers, the average student earned two credits in

the arts and six and one-half credits in the humanities. Arts credits

represented about 6 percent of the total credits that students earned and

humanities credits about 30 percent. Students earned less than one credit

xviii



(.58 credit) In the arts for every credit earned in mathematics and .74

arts credit for every science credit earned. The ratios of. humanities

credits to mathematics and science credits were about three to one.

An arts concentrator was defined as anyone who earned more than 3 credits in

art. A humanities concentrator was definwd as anyone who earned 4 or more

credits in humanities disregarding the first 4 credits in English and the

first 2 credits in foreign lanpages. (Had this exclusion not been invoked,

virtually everyone would have qualified as a humanities concentrator).

About 13 percent of the 1982 seniors (432,000 students) qualified as arts

concentrators end about 17 percent (500,000 students) as humanities

concentrators. About 8 percent and 9 percent were mathematics concentrators

end .science concentrators, respectively.

Approximately 16 percent of the arts concentrators also concentrated in the

tip

humanities, while a ut 8 pircent of the arts concentrators were mathematics

concentrators as we and 9 percent were science concentrators. Twelve

percent of the humanities concentrators were also arts concentrators, 21

percent were also mathematics concentrators, and 20 percent were also

science concentrators.

Certain characteristics of secondary school students were related to

concentration in the arts and the humanities. Some of the more interesting

findings were:

The overall grade averages of mathematics and science con-

centrators were higher than those of the, arts and humanities con-

centrators although this latter group had higher grade averages

than did students in general.

About 6 percent of the arts concentrators and 19 percent of the

humanities concentrators met all of the graduation reoulrements

recommended by the National Omemission on Excellence in Education

except those concerned with computer science and foreign

languages. In general, students who met these requiretents were

less likely to enroll in one or more arts courses over their high

school careers.
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Both arts and humanities concentrators scored higher on tests de-
signed to measure reading, vocabulary, and mathematics skills than
did students as a whole. Humanities students scored higher than
arts students on these tests.

A slightly higher pero,..tage of female students than of male
students were arts concentrators.

41.

Students from higher socioeconomic backgrounds were about one and
one-half times more likely to concentrate in the arts, and stout
two and one-half times more likely to concentrate in the humani-
ties than students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds. Students

were six times more likely to concentrate in mathematics or
science if they came from more privileged family backgrounds. It

is quite possible that many lower SES students attended schools
where courses in these areas were less generally available.

Concentration in the arts and the humanities was twice as common
among white students as among black students. The differences
with respect to mathematics and science concentration were even
higher.

White students, while constituting 73 percent of the student
population, accounted for 80 percent of all concentrators in the
arts, humanities, mathematics, and sciences. Black students

accounted for the lowest percentage of the concentrators.

Students from rural and urban areas were less likely than suburban
students to concentrate in the humanities, mathematics, or the
sciences.

Overall, both arts and humanities concentrators spent more time on
homework than students as a whole and less time working at jobs
outside of school. Humanities concentrators spent fewer hours per
day watching telivision than students as a whole, while arts
concentrators watched about the same amount of television as the
rnsfet student population.

For the most part, the postsecondary plans of arts concentrators
and humanities concentrators were about ":he same as those of
students in general. However, a higher percentage of humanities
concentrators than students in general expected to attend a four-
year college or university.

The educational expectations of arts concentrators were about the
same as those of the student population as a whole. Humanities
concentrators, however, were less likely to view high school as
the end of their formal education and were more likely to expect
to earn an advanced degree.

The job aspirations of arts and humanities concentrators were
similar to those of students :n general. Humanities concentrators
differed from other types of students, however, In their espira-
tions for professional jobs.
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Data_ u,_

As part of its "ongitudinal studies program, the National Center for Educa-

tion Statistks sponsors the High School and Beyond (HUB) study. The HUB

First Follow-up study provided detailed information on the school experi-

ences, attitudes, activities, future plans, personal motivations, and selec-.

ted background characteristics of a nationally representative sample of
' IL

1980 sophomores who graduated by 1982. In addition the study supplied

information on the policies, educational facilitish ., -se offerings, and

other characteristics of the 941 schools attended by the students in the

sample.

Together, the school and student data bases provide information suitable

for addressing issues surrounding secondary education in the arts and the

humanities. The HUB data on the course offerings of secondary schools

made it passible to identify the number and types of .courses offered in

these areas. Data provided by school administrators permitted the identi-

fication of the school characteristics presumed to affect arts and

humanities curricula. Trarscript data from more than 13,000 graduating

seniors wsre used to estimate course enrollments and 'o identify the course.-

taking behavior of students enrolled In arts and humanities courses. Mare

over, data on students' school and extra-school characteristics and

experiences provide: a base of information for developing a profile of

students enrolled in arts and humanities courses.



CHAPTER 1

1NTRODUCTICN

Educators acknowledge that 'there is very little arts and humanities educa-

tion In the secondary schools of the United States. For example, In a

recently released report, the Carnegie Faundation'ifor the Advancement of

Teaching states that only 354ercent of highpschool students are enrolled In

foreign language study. The Carnegie report also indicates that the per-

centage of high school _faculty-teaching courses in the arts and the humani-

ties has declined sinte 1966. The percentage of- teachers involved in

foreign language instruction has declined from 6.4 to 2.8. Similar declines

were observed In music education (4.7 percent to 3.7 percent) and in social

studies (15.3' percent to 11.2 percent). The only sibject areas to show an

increase were English and .art. The percentage of high school faculty

teaching English increased from 18.1 percent to 23.8 percent, and art, from

2.0 to 3.1 percent.'

According to experts in this area, these increases in 04 and English

faculty do not represent a heightened awareness among students of the impor-

tance of the arts and the humanities in their educational careers.2 A large

number of students ammpiete high school with little or no formai Instruction

In the arts.

Educators hbve offered a. variety cf explanations for the lack of emphasis

on the arts and the humanities in the American educational system. Some of

the more prevalent explanations fc.md- in recent essays and discussions of

the arts and the humanities include the following:

ft s , ,11 I
1

scut/Ars with the adz. Support for this assertion, which was

1/. Ernest Boyer, Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement cf.Teaching, hash

Jamie New York: Harper and Row, October, 1983.

Laura. N. Chapman, Instant Act, Jaatint Culture:' The limas= EsaLlsa
ilm.rican Schools, New York: Columbia University, 1982.
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documented by a 1975 Harris Poll, is represented In people's atti-

tudes that, for example, art Is play; art is a technique one can

learn in a one-time workshop; art is a talent that one cannot

learn; ar that art is simply what one likes. There is little un-

derstanding that art, like mathematics, is a discipline with its

own history, curricLlum structure, and evaluation principles. In

fact, Eisner and Goodlad maintain, art is essential to optimal

concept formation and therefore to the optimal cognitive and af-

fective development of children.
3

les_as _VI .? 0/ rj=r121112

for college tbap for high school students,, Since the objectives

are broad and .e. content of the humanities difficult to define,

studying the humanities might require flexibility in the choice of

teaching materials and projects. Communities feel more comfort-

able supporting students' efforts in acquiring definable skills in

high 5chool and would prefer that students save less clearly

defined courses for college.

Commun 11 les bel leve fiat school fesc. -ces and teachers should b
towe Since the

humanities and the arts per se are not featured in the traditional

achievement and aptitude tests In a high school student's career,

there is I i t. I e impetus for school districts to commit resources

to these subjects. Opnsequently, there is little support for

teachers who wish to delve into these subjects with their

students.

The arts and the humanities are seen as antithettcal to the back-

icrliaslsalnement in the foreword to Eisner's Cognition-And Cur-

rIglimm, Louis Fischer of the University of Mbssachusetts is crit-

Ica( of the back-to-basics movement because of Its narrow con-

ception of curriculum, "This movement Is supported by the limited

conception that Intel I igsnce only includes verbal and mathematical

reasoning and that the arts are based on emotions and embodied in

3/ Chapman, Instant Art, instant Culture, P. 7.
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those who are talented." Both Fischer and Elsner be that the

arts are a necessary complement for thinking. Eisner makes the

more radical argument that the senses play a fundament& rote in

concept formation.
4

= I

h tie An he s hoot and a_ mats

l_ntacherzertifigationpcOstAms.... The Commission on the

Humanities in their report entitled, The Humanitips iq amariQan

late , listed ten recommendations that they felt would improve the

status of the humanities including political pressure at the

local, state, and federal levels to make tkie humanities a priority

in the schools, bringing the skills of professional and learned

societies to the schools, and requiring liberal arts training of

all teachers.
5

The "green book", St

to Know and Be Able to Do." by the College Board identifies the

arts as one of the six basic academic subject areas to be mastered

by high school students If they intend to succeed In college.
6

The

National Commission on Excellence in Education in a 1983 report, .

.I :1= .611 called 'f or

a strengthening of high school graduation reqLirement% including

those In the humanities area.
7

Elliot W. Eisner, ragnlilm And Curriculum: A 21112 lac Deciding Ilhat
Samar New York: Longman, 1982.

Richard Lyman, ,The Bumanitlefi can Life,
of California Press, 1980, p. 28.

College Board "Academic Preparation for College:
Know and Be Able to Do"

Berkeley: University

What Students Need to

National Commission on Excellence in Education, A hiatus .et ,Risk:

imperative jig fluducithoug Raiz% April, 1983.

3



in order to increase student training in the humanities, however,

teacher training will also have to be strengthened, as noted In

the recent report by Hilda Smith, Director of the Clowicil of Chief

State SchOol Officers.8

ISZKIWILIitanter_humelfielsmcdcaueL Recently those concerned

with the weak status of the humanities in the schools have

suggested that a program be established to identify outstanding

programs in the humanities, similar to the National Diffusion

Network program that both cites outstanding programs and provides

training for others In those programs. according to Patricia

Ford, one such model has recently been established by Philadelphia

business and private founc..ticms which collaborated to provide

2.25 miflion dollars to promote the humanities in Philadelphia

public schools.
9

Textbooks may be out of date: The American Academy of Arts and

Sciences reported that this is one problem contributing to the.,

weakness of humanities in the schools.
10

f

enterprise. The summer, 1983 issue of Daedalus was devoted to

"The Arts and Humanities In America's Schools." Editor Stephen

Graubard noted in the preface:

"For most public schools In America today, such instruction (in

the arts) is deemed a luxury, avel able as an elective option for

Di Hilda Smith, Director, Council of Chief State School Offices, Humanities
And mate Education Agencies: Poi Iciest Perspectives And Prospects

1983:

IV Patricia Ford, Education links February 1, 1984.

LW "The Arts and Humanities in America's Schools," :Daedalus (Journal of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences), Vol. 112, No. 3, summer, 1983,
pp. 211-228.

4
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those who think it might suit their educational purposes to take

such a course . . . . It Is taken for granted tnat competence in

math and sciences is important . . . Tnern Is no comparable alarm

. . . about the failure of American youngsters to take instruction

in the arts. The arts are thought to be frills that can be

dispensed with, particularly In a time of economic stringency."

Two contrary arguments may be suggested here. The first was made

by Graubard. He maintained that the view taken'by public schools

is "not the view taken by certain-of the best private schools In

the country Instruction in the arts i s thought to be an

absolutely essential part of that preparation. It is a serious

enterprise for the best of these schools."
11

A second argument was

advanced in Coming to Our Senses, which reviewed the significance

of the arts for education saying that words were but one

transmitter of information; "the fact is, we send and receive a

torrent of other information through our eyes, our ears, our skin,

and our palate."12

raexamined. The Paidela Proposal recommended that all students be

exposed to a common three-strand curriculum which includes the

humalities.
13 The Arts Task Force of the National Conference of

State Legislations issued a report entitled, Arts and the States.

in 1981 recommending state action to ensure that arts' were inclu-

ded in the curriculum for all students.
14

11/ Stephen Graubard, editor, Daedalus, summer, 1983.

12/ Thomas Quinn and Cheryl Hanks, Coming lo out fig: Die Significance
Al I'M Arls IDE Awl= Lturatlan, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

1977, p. 3.

13/ Mortimer Adler, 'ha Waal. Proposal: ga Educational Mnifesto, New

York: Macmillan Publising Co., Inc., 1982.

14/ Larry Briskin, compiler, Arts Mg lbs Slates, a report of the Arts Task

Force, National Conference of State Legislatures, Denver, Coloardo,

1981.
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humanities- The Commission on the Humanities in their 1980 study,

Ihe_ilusmatlesInAsmacenJaffu. cited "the need to interrelate

the humanities, social sciences, science and technology" ,

rather than to persist in creating the impression that ". . .

humanities and science form two separate cultures, neither intel-

ligible to the other."15

In the midst of this climate, there has been a call, from three respected

sources, for more education in the arts and humanities. The College Board,

the National Commission on Excellence in Education, and the Carnegie

Foundation have all identified these areas as important to the overall

education of the nation's youth. The College Board and the Carnegie

Foundation went so far as to recommend that the arts be identified as one of

the basics in A core curriculum. The principles associated with

humanities education were affirmed as concepts for understanding the world

and one's community through the study of foreign languages, history, social

science, and community involvement.

What has been needed to support any new impetus in arts and humanities

education is current information about secondary school instruction in

these subject areas. In addition, information is needed on the schools

offering courses in these areas, and about those students choosing to study

the arts and the humanities fn high school.

1.1 jin Analysis of _Course Offerimas and Enrol Iments_l_n_ the Arts and the

Noma I ties

Recognizing the need fer detailed information on the status of the arts and

the humanities in secondary education, and the ability of certain data

collected by the National Center for .Education Statistics (NCES) to help

meet this need, the NCES contracted with Evaluation Technologies incorpo-

rated (ET1).to design and conduct an analysis of these subject areas. The

general objectives of the analysis were to:

L2/ Richard Lyman, Da ligainalis 1jj American Life, Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1980, p. 28.
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Identify current arts and humanities course offerings and enroll-.

ments in secondary schools in the United States;

Identify those school characteristics that are associated with

course offerings and enrollments in the arts and in the human!-

ties;
.

ip!fine the course-taking patterns of arts students and humanities

students in secondary schools;

Determine the students'. school experiences and extra-school expe-

riences that are related to their arts and humanities course-

taking behavior.

Determine the occupational end educational aspirations of students

concentrating in the arts and In the humanities.

1.2 Data Sources

Data to investigate the course offerings and course enrol Fments of U.S.

public and private secondary schools and the participation of secondary

school students in arts and humanities courses were available through

several surveys sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education, National

Center for Education Statistics. Particularly useful were the data

collected by:

The 1982 High School and Beyond (HUB) Course Offerings and Course

Enrollments Survey;

The 1982 High School and Beyond Transcripts Survey;

The 1P80 High School and Beyond Base Year Survey; and

The 1982 High School and Beyond First Follow-up Survey.

7



Data from the HUB Course Offerings and Course Enrollments Survey were used

to identify the number and percentage of schools offering courses In arts

and humanities. The course enrollment date obtained in this survey were not

complete enough (1.e., the response rate was too low) to provide a basis for

estimating nationbi enrollments. Therefore, transcript data were used for

this purpose. Use of the transcript data also made it possible to relate

course-taking behavior to student characteristics in order to describe arts

and humanities concentrators.

It should be noted that enrollment data based on transcripts are not

precisely comparable with "pure" enrollment- data for a school year. Trans-

cript data cover four years of study by each student. The two types of data

are equivalent only to the extent that the freshmen, sophomores, and juniors

of 1981-82 took the same courses that year that the HS&B seniors had taken

when they were freshmen, sophomores, and Juniors.

Data provided by school administrators in response to items on the HUB Base

Year and First Follow-up school questionnaires permitted the identification

of school characteristics that were related to course offerings and course

enrollments In the arts and the humanities. Base year and First Follow-up

student questionnaire data provided a bass of information on students'

school and extra-school experiences for developing a profile on arts and

humanities concentrators.

1.3 Report Organizatipn

The remainder of this report is organized into five chapters and a tech/Ili-

a& appendix. Chapter 2, entitled Key Study Definitions, presents defini-

tions both at the conceptual and operational level, of such key terms as

"arts," "humanities," and "arts concentrators" and "humanities concentra-

tors." Chapter 3 presents an overview of the study findings pertaining to

covse offerings and course enrollments in the arts and humanities. Chapter

4 describes offerings In the arts and humanities as related to school char-

acteristics. Chapter 3 describes evoltments In the arts and humanities as

related to school characteristics. Chapter 6 focuses on students and is

concerned primarily with describins th characteristics of students who

8



concentrated in arts and humanities. The Technical Appendix presents brief
descriptions of the sample designs, data sources, data adjustments,
procedures for calculating standard errors, and a complete list of the
courses, by 6-digit codes, which were encompassed under the varios arts and
humanities instructional programs.

9



OIAPTER 2

KEY STUDY DEFINITIONS

Prior to the analysis, several concepts central to the study were defined.

In particular, conceptual and operational definitions of the arts and the

humanities, and arts concentrators and humanities concentrators were aevel

°pied. Our definition of each is presented below.

2.1 Arts and Humanities

In order to examine the status of the arts and the hunanities In secondary

schools in the United States, it was necessary to reach agreement on a

definition of each. The legislation which established the National Endow-

ment for the Arts and the National Endowment for the Humanities reveals

the difficulty of clearly differentiating The arts and the humanities.

The Fsderal legislation for the Humanities Endowment reads:

Thus term 'humanities' includes, but is not limitedto, the study

of the following: languages, both modern and classical; linguis-

tics; literature; history; Jurisprudence; philosophy; archaeo-

logy; canparative religion; ethics; the history, criticism, and

theory of the arts; those aspects of the social sciences which

have humanistic content and employ humanistic methods; and the

study and application of the humanities to the human environment

with particular attention to the relevance of the humanities to

the current conoiticms of national life.

The Arts Endowment goals and policies include the statement that:

Art ... Is to be understood in its broadest sense ... with the

full cognizance of the pluralistic nature of the arts In America.

10



It is clear from both statements, that the arts and humanities are intended

to be very broad. Individually, they e.ner a wide range of subject areas

and activities. Consequently, the boundaries separating studies in the arts

and the humanities from those of other disciplines are not always clear.

Also, the subject area boundaries separating the arts from the humanities

are not always easily identifiable. These two features compound the

problems of defining the arts and the humanities.

For the analysis to produce meaningful and policy relevant findings, both

the arts and the humanities had to be uniquely defined. The National Center

for Education Statistics (LACES) determined that subject-area specialists

would be needed to identify common and unique elements of the ;iumanities and

arts disciplines and to advise in the operationalization of these elements

In terms of course programs and courses. Panelists were selected from among

national and local leaders in high school and university level education and

in educational policy development. Three Federal agencies were represented:

the National ,institute of Education; the Department of Education; and the

National Endowment for the Humanities. Other experts in the fields of arts

0
and humanities education came to the panel from one state university, two

public school systems, and one county level education agency.

The panelists and ETI staff convened to: (1) develop abstract definitions

of the arts and the humanities; (2) identify courses which should be flagged

as arts or humanities; (3) establish important course-taking patterns and

the operational ization of these patterns; and (4) develop a set of research

questions framed in the High School and Beyond data.

The panelists continued to be available to field questions concerning the

analyses. In instances when, for example, recommended measures were not

supported by the available data, members of the panel were consulted.

It was the consensOs of the panel that the feature which most clearly dis-

tinguishes the arts and the humanities Is the end product of the course of

study. The arts as a discipline focuses on performance and.production. The

11
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humanities, on the other hand, focuses on appreciation, analysis, and

theory. The following definitions reflect this performance/appreciation

standard for distinguishing the two areas of study.

Arts -- Study in the arts involves a performance or product which

represents skill, interpretation, and aesthetic judgement on,

the part of the individual.

Humanities -- Study in the humanities involves the appreciation of

the critical veiues and contributions of a variety of people and

cultures to civilization. The humanities Include communication

concerning these contributions: the analysis, theory, history,

philosophy, and literature involvtAi in the study of the achieve-

ments of both individuals and society.

Study of the arts In secondary schools includes coursework in the following

instructional programs:

Dance

Dramatic Arts

Design

Graphic and Commercial Arts

Crafts

Fine Arts

Music

Creative Writing.

Humanities studies In secondary schools include coursework in:

Multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary Studies

Pt ilosophy

Religion

Foreign Languages

History

Anthropology, Cultural Geography, and Ethnic and Area

Studies

English and the Study of Literature

12
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2.2

Rhetoric and Composition

Cultural Appreciation (e.g., music and art appreciation).

1,- 0. I . :1

The quantitative nature of the planned analyses I-ay.:trod that all key

concepts be operationally defined in terms of the available survey data.

In practice, this meant translating the conceptualizations of the arts and

the humanities into the Classification of Secondary School Courses (CSSC)

codes.
16

These codes wire used to identify instructional program areas and

specific courses on the NSW offerings and enrol Invents and student trans-

cript data files.

The treatment of the arts and the humanities in the CSSC, and the broad

definitions found In the literature, required reconciliation at the outset

of the investigation. The broadness of the CSSC definition of humanities

precluded the select:on of a single two-digit program area code to represent

the humanities.

In order to capture the richoess and variety of the humanities In the

secondary school setting, it was necessary to identify a subset of courses

currently found In various program areas of the CSSC to constitute the

"humanities." For example, foreign language, philosophy,' and religion

courses were examined to determine whether or not they should be considered

as humanities courses. Courses listed under these program areas That

conformed to the established definition of humanities were grouped to form a

general humanities curriculum.

A concern In operationally defining the humanities was that, should English

and foreign languages be included, the resulting measures of offerings and

enrollments in the humanities might be deceptively large and lead to the

finding that practically all students in secondary schools were humanities

concentrators.

1fi/ Evaluation Technologies Incorporated,
, Sammitication ,Qt Ificandnu

lik*KA Laurin, Washington, D.C.: National Center for Education

Statistics, 192.
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While recognizing the possible effects of doing so, it was decided that

foreign languages and English should be treated as humanities. Foreign

languages were included because of the cultural appreciation component of

high school courses in these subjects. English was included because of the

difficulty of separating the appreciation (e.g., literature) from the

mechanical (e.g., grammar) components of English courses. Othar humanities

"grey areas," such as communications, urban studies, and sociology were

treated both operationally and analytically as non-humanities courses.

A "grey area" emerged in the arts as well, specifically with regard to archi-

tectural courses. it was decided that they are outside the agreed-upon

definition of the erts.

Arts /courses were operationally defined as those which concerned dance,

drametic arts, design, graphic and commercial arts, crafts, fine arts, music

and creative writing. Humanities instruction was defined as including

h !ties and the social sciences, multifdisciplinary and interdisciplinary

stu les, philosophy, religion, foreign languages, history, anthropology/

cul ural geography, English and the study' of literature, rhetoric and campo-

sit on, and cultural appreciation coyrses.17

kitilation..12/JetsConcentrator& and Humanities Concentrators

i.
71+0 conceptual and operational definitions of the arts and the humanities

provided a foundation, fcr defining concentrators in these two areas. For

the purposes of this study arts concentrators and humanities concentrators

were differentiated from other types of students by their patterns of course

t ak ing. 18 The key dimension of student course-taking was the intensity of

participation. Intensity of participation refers to the amount of time

12/ A detailed list of the
areas is contained in the

la/ The Arts and Humanities
patterns that were used
concentrators.

courses included under each of these program
Technical Appendix.

Advisory Panel identified the tour ;e- taking

to define arts concentrators and humanities

14



spent studying in a subject area. It could be measured in terms of the

number of courses taken In a 'particular area, the number of credits earned

for attempted), or the number of credits earned relative to the total

credits attempted tcroughout the students high school career.

The basic measure of intensity used to define arts concentrators and human-

ities concentrators In this study was the number of credits earned in one or

more of the instructional programs (e.g., dance, fine arts, foreign lan-

guages, history, etc.), In the arts, or In the humanities. More specifi-

cally, arts and humanities concentrators were defined by the number cf these

credits earned in excess of the typical number earned by most students.

In tabulating the number of credits earned in the arts or the humanities

only those courses in which the student received a passing grade were

counted. It was therefore not possible for a student to be defined as en

arts or humanities concentrator when he or she had taken a course multiple

times, but had not received a passing grade. At the same time, this rule

permitted students to receive all of the credits earned for a single course

(e.g., band) they took more then once provided they received a passing grade

each time.

Based on the intensity of students; participation, arts concentrators and

humanities concentrators were operationally defined as follows:

Arts concentratorsstudents who earned more than 3 credits in. any

combination of courses in the arts area.

Humanities concentrators -- students who earned 4 or more credits In

the humanities disregarding the first 4 credits in English and the

first two (2) credits in foreign languages. This exclusion was

necessary so as to preclude a finding that most students were

humanities concentrators.



While intensity of participation was used as the basis for defining

student concentration, other dimensions of participation were of concern,

particularly, diversity. Diversity was operationalizeW by counting the

number of instructional programs in the arts or In the humanities In which a

student had taken courses.

2.4 Mathematics and Science gioncentrafors

The increased interest and public discussion regarding mathematics and

science education in the U.S. school system led to the decision to incor-

porate measures of these two fields of study into certain of the analyses.

Specifically, student transcript data were used to define student concentra-

tors in mathematics and science.
19 These two types of concentrators were

compared with the arts and humanities concentrators on a number of char-

acteristics.

For purposes of this sludy, mathematics and science concentrator: were

defined as follows:

Mathematics Concentrators -- Students who earned a total of 4 or

more credits in mathematics, including one or more credits in the

upper-level courses for college preparatory students' (e.g.,

probability, trigonometry and solid geometry, algebra and

trigonometry, and statistics), or in courses for gifted-talented

students (e.g., linear algebra and calculus).

Science Concentrators -- Students who earned at leait one credit

each in bicilOgy, chemistry, and physics.

. 12/ Evaluation Technologies incorporated is performing a separate study of

student participation in mathematics and science. For more information

on the mathematics and science definitions and groupings used In the cur-

rent study, contact the Longitudinal Studies Branch of the National Cen-

ter for Education Statistics.

1.6
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CHAPTER 3

OFFERINGS AND ENROLLMENTS IN THE ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES: OVERVIEW

This chapter presents a generalized overview of our research findings and

Includes data-based answers to the following questions:

What arts and humanities courses are offered in U.S.

secondary schools? Which courses are offered most and

least frequently?

What is the ratio of arts and humanities course offerings

to the course offerings in the total high school curri-

cula? To mathematics and science course offerings?

What is the enrollment in arts and humanities courses?

Which courses have the highest andlowest enrollments?

How do the enrollments in arts and humanities courses

°ampere ;:ith the enrollments In other program areas, such

as mathematics and science?

3.1 Course Offerings

The overwhelming majority of U. S. secondary schools offered one or more

courses in the arts and in the humanities during the 1981-1982 school year.

A total of 18,600 secondary schools (94.1 percent of the total) offered

coursework in the arts. The corresponding number for humanities courses was

19,700 schools or 99.9 percent of the total (see Table 1).

The extent to which the different instructional programs within the arts and

the humanities were 'offered varied considerably. The arts program most

commonly available was music, which was offered by over 90 percent of the

schools. Course offerings In mvsic included bend, orchestra, ensemble,

chorus, harmony and composition, arranging, and conducting.
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Eighty-five percent of The schools provided their students with the oppor-
tunity to take fine arts courses and nearly half offered crafts and dramatic
arts courses. Less than one-Third offered instruction In creative writing,
graphic and commercial arts, dance, cr design. Design was offered by only 4

percent of the schools. Examples of design courses include graphic design,

theater makeup, and theater lighting fundamentals.

The humanities offerings at nearly all schools included English and history.
Over two-thirds of the schools offered their students instruction in foreign
languages, rhetoric and composition, and In anthropologyiculturai geography.

Cultural appreciation classes (e.g., music appreciation and art apprecia-

tion) were taught at nearly half of all high schools, while' less than one-

fifth of all schools offered Instruction in the courses I isted in the CSSC

under humanities and social science (e.g., humanities and American humani-

ties), philosophy,lreligion, ce- multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary
studies.

The total nu bar and percentage of schools offering courses in the humani-

ties were Iso calculated after excluding English and foreign language

courses ran the analysis in order to explore the concern that their
inclusi in the previous analysis might have produced inflated figures for

offer, ngs in the humanities. When the number and percent for the intact
categories were compared with those for the humanities categories purged of

Uiglish and foreign languages, the differences were less than one percent;

over 99 percent of the schools offered humanities I ns+r uct I on I n other than

English and foreign languages.

A total of 223,000 courses were offered in the arts during the 1981-1982

school year in 19,726 U.S. secondary schools. This yielded an average of 11

courses per school. The total number of husaniti es offerings was over twice
as large (495,000) for an average of 25 courses per school (see Table 2).

Among the various programs in the arts domain, music had the most extensive

offerings. A total of 93,000 music courses were offered for an average of 5

per school. There were 62,000 fine arts courses offered in 1981-1982 for an
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average of 3 per school. Crafts and dramatic arts had the third highest

number of courses with schools 'offering an average of one in each. The

remaining four arts instructional programs were not commonly offered.

Among the 495,000 courses offered in the humanities, 181,000 were in English

or the study of literature. The average school offered n:ne courses of this

type. Foreign language instruction was the second most common humanities

offering. Foreign language courses for all schools totaled 144,000; the

average number found in secondary schools was seven. Four.courses In

history, two in rhetoric and composition, and two In anthropology/cultural

geography were usual. Into - -disciplinary and multi-disciplinary studies'

courses were the least often offered.

When we look at the overall picture within the arts and humanities, it.can

be concluded that schools ordinarily offered two or more courses in half of

the humanities instructional programs and two or more courses In one - fourth

of the arts programs. The number of humanities courses offered was about

twice the number of arts courses offered.

Table 3 presents the ratios of secondary school offerings in the arts and

humanities to secondary school offerings in mathematics and science. On

the average, schools offered 1.3 courses in the arts for every one course

offered in mathematics and 1.7 courses in the arts for every one science;

course.2°

Almost three courses were offered in the humanities for every mathematics

course. Approximately 3.7 courses were offered in the humanities for each

course offered In the sciences.

3.2 Course Enrollments

In addition to providing information on the number and percent of schools

offering courses in each of the arts and the humanities instructional pro-

2QL Since the length of high school courses and the number of credits

associated with courses vary by subject area and school; caution should

be exercised when interpreting these findings.
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grams, Table 1 presents estimates of the. number and percent of students who

, took courses in each of these programs during their high school careers.

These estimates apply only to the secondary school 'students who were still

enrolled in school in Spring 1982 or had already graduated. Students who

had left school between the HUB Base Year Survey In 1980 and the First

Follow-up Survey in 1982 were not included.

Approximately 69 percent of these students had taken one or more courses in

the arts. This represents over 2,250,000 students. In contrast, 99 percent

of these students had taken at least one course in the humanities over their

four-year high school career..

Among the arts instructional programs, fine arts and music had the highest

enrollments. About one In three students took courses in these Wograms.

Dramatic arts, (12.5 percent) and crafts (13.8 percent) progreals had the

next highest enrollments. The area with the smallest enrollment was design

with less than one percent of the students taking courses in this program.

Over one million more seniors took humanities courses than took arts

courses. As expected, the largest humanities enrollments were in English

and history. Almost all students (98.1 percent) had taken in at least one

English course by their senior year. Another 43 percent had taken a course

In rhetoric or composition. Over 91 percent of the students enrollecrin a

history course, and about 38 percent enrolled in one or more courses In the

area defined as "anthropology, cultural geography, ethnic and area studies."

Philosophy and religion courses were taken by 2.2 percent and 3.3 percent of

the students, respectively.

Table 4 presents the ratio of the enrollments in the arts and humanities to

those In mathematics, in science, and to those in all courses. Unlike in

the other enrollment tables, students were counted as many times as they en-

rolled in a course listed within a subject area. Thus, if a student took

five humanities courses, he or she was counted five times for the humani-

ties.

Overall, arts enrollments accounted for about 10 percent of total course

enrollment. Humanities enrollments, on the other hand, accounted for about

23
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30 percent of ell course enrollments. Humanities enrollments were almost

three times as high as those in mathematics, and four times as high as

science enrollments. Arts enrollments were 70 percent of mathematics en-

rollments, and 94 percent of science enrollments. Humanities enrollments

were four and cme-third times higher than those of arts courses.
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CHAPTER 4

OFFERINGS IN ARTS AND HUMANITIES AS RELATED TO SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS

In order to understand the secondary school arts and humanities curricula,

course offerings In the instructional programs of each subject area were

further analyzed. The focus of this analysis was on identifying the charac-

teristics of schools that offered courses in the various arts and humanities

instructional programs. The characteristics of schools that offered courses

In each instructional program were compared with characteristics of those

schools that did not offer courses In that program.

In carrying out these analyses, certain instructional programs that were of-

fered by only a small percentage of schools were combined with related pro-

grams. For example, "multi-disciplinary and interdisciplinary studies" was

consolidated with "humanities and social sciences.
21

"Design" was consoli-

dated with "dramatic arts." Finally, "philosophy" was combined with

religion.

As will be seen below, the ordering of instructiomal programs by the number

of schools offering them was mu .-.11 the same whether the schools were cons i d-

ered as an undifferentiated totality or whether they were grouped into sub-

sets on the basis of various shared characteristics. For the most part, a

high percentage of secondary schools offered courses in music and fine arts

while a lower percentage of schools offered courses in graphic and commer-

cial arts. In the humanities, a high percentage of schools offered English,

history, and foreign languages, while a lower percentage of schools offered

philosophy and religion, and multi-disclipinary and Inter-disciplinary

studies.

While the order of instructional progress by the number of schools offering

them was relatively constant, there were variations, as a function of school

211 Throughout the report this combined program is referri.,1 ro iS multi-
disciplinary and Inter-disciplinary studies.
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characteristics, in the percentage of schools offering specific Instruc-

tional programs.. The findings reported below highlight these differences.

All estimates presented In the tables that follow were derived from samples

of schools and students. Consequently, they will vary somewhat from the

values that would have been obtained had a comp'ete census of the popula-

tions of schools and stuoents been conducted. Procedures for measuring the

variability of the estimates reported in the tables are outlined in the

Technical Appendix.

All of the differences described in this report, unless otherwise indicated,

are at least two times the standard error of the difference and therefore

are statistically significant. It is recommended that the reader interested

in other differences displayed in the tables calculate their standard error

to reduce the chance of misinterpreting the findings.

4.1 19.* I $11

It is generally assumed that the education provided by public and private

schools is quite different. In order to examine these differences HSU

school f were grouped into three categories: public, Catholic, and other

private. The percentage of schools in each of these categories that offered

courses In the arts and the humanities were then compared with one another

(see Table 5).

The majority of schools, regardless of type, offered at least one course In

both the arts and the humanities. Arts courses were offered in 95 percent

of the public and Catholic schools and in 86 percent of the other private

school s.22 Cne or more courses in the humanities were offered by virtually

every U.S. secondary school.

Offerings in certain of the arts programs differed by school type. Other

private schools were less likely than public or Catholic schools to offer

-22L Estimates for other private schools may be less accurate than others

because of the small sample site and a low response rate.
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Table 5: Percentage of Schools Offering Courses In Aris and HUM4011105 InStrUCtiOn01 Programs,
by Typp of School: 1981 -02

.......1... -10Ww=

Instructional
Program

.1.1M,M..M.M4e... /Ir...wa.
Arts
Dance

Drumatic Arts and Design
Graphics and Commercial Arts
Crafts
Fine Arts
Music

Croative Writing

inanities

Multi-Disciplinary and inter-
Disciplinary Studios

Philosophy and Religion
Foreign Languages
History
Anthropology and Cultural
Geography

English and The Study of
ksLiterature

111r:facto and Composition

Cultural Appreciation

_____-_- _____ __-__ ___ _,...._______ ______ - ...... -

Public Catholic Othor Private

.11.

95.2 94.9 86.3
11.5 12.0 10.4
48.3 52.0 50.3
18.9 17.3 5.1
48.1 49.3 41.1
86.2 79.8 79.3
91.1 85.8 86.3
33.4, 32.1 9.3

99.9 100.0 100.0
18.3 78.7 75.8

10.9 61.4 37.9
84.4 100.0 86.3
97.4 90.8 100.0
69.0 81.8 68.5

99.9 100.0 100.0

75.9 73.8- 92.9
36.2 45.2 48.8

ei Schools rounded to the nearest hundrea.
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courses in graphics and commercial arts, and creative writing. The largest

of these differences was for creative writing which was offered in 9 percent

of the other private schools compared with roughly one-third of the public

and Catholic schools.

The largest differences in offerings as related to school type were in the

areas of philosophy and religion, anthropology, foreign languages, and

rhetoric and composition. Catholic schools were more likely to offer

courses in philosophy and religion than were either public or other private

schools. Similarly. Catholic schools reported offering courses In foreign

languages end anthropology and cultural geography more often than did the

other s. Rhetoric and composition was offered by a higher percentage of the

other private schools than by public and Catholic schools.

4.2 School Size, Region, apd Urbanicity

School size, region, and urbanicity were examined to determine whether or

not these characteristics had any influence on the types of arts and

humanities programs offered to students. /Schools were grouped Into one 44

three size categories depending upon their total enrollment: (1) less than

500 students, (2) between 500 and 1,499 students, and (3) 1,500 or more stu-
b

cents. '.Schools were also classified into four regions --North, South, North

Central, and West-- and according to whether they were located in an urban,

a suburban, or a rural setting.

School size seemed to be ...elated to course offerings In all program areas of

the arts. The general pattern In Table 6 was for schools with 1,500 stu-

dents or more to be the most likely to offer instruction in dance, dramatic

arts, graphic and commercial arts, beetive writing, and crafts. Fine arts

and music,were offered by about equal percentages of the largest schools and

of schools with 500 to 1,499 student's; a icmer percentage of the schools

w/th under 500 students offered these courses. The biggest difference

between the smaller schools (less than 500 students) and the other schools

was In relation to the dramatic arts and design program area offerings.
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Table 6: Porconiago of Schools Offering Court.es In Arts and Humanftios Instructional Programs, bySchool Size: 19(11-02

Instructional Less than 500 Students
Program

500-to 1499 Students 1500 or Moro Students

vem am... am mo w Mo. /maw

Arts 89.1 98.8 100.0Dance 6.1 9.3 34.4Dramatic Arts and Design 31.4 59.3 85.7Graphic and Commercial Arts 8.3 19.9 39.7Crafts 32.1 55.5 82.2Fine Arts 74.9 93.5 98.9Music 82.9 97.2 98.3
c)
LO Creative Writing 18.9 37.3 54.9

5t

Humanities 100.0 100.0 99.2
MOM-Disciplinary and Inter- 13.9 21.0 34.3Disciplinary studies
Philosophy and Religion 17.3 17.9 20.0Foreign Language 74.9 96.4 ()8.4History 98.2 95.7 . 9/.5
Anthropology and Cultural 60.4 76.6 87.3

Geography
English and The Study of 100.0 100.0 i.) .2

Literalure
Rhetoric and Composition 71.6 80.7 92.1Cultural Appreciation 33.7 39.1 53.0

Al/ Schools rounded to Jim nearest hundred.



Only 31 percent of the smeller schools offered instruction In this program

area compared with 59 percent of schools in the middle category and 86 per-

cent of the larger schoo!s.

In four of the eight humanities instructional programs, multi-disciplinary

studies, foreign languages, anthropology, and rhetoric and composition, the

percentage of schools that offered courses increased as the number of stu-

dents in the schools increased. The percentage of schools offering instruc-

tion In history and English was about the same regardless of the size of the

school. Cultural appreciation courses, on the other hand, were most often

offered by schools with over 1,499 students.

The schools in the South differed most from schools in other regions of the

country (see Table 7). Schools In the South were least likely to offer

instruction in dramatic arts/design, crafts, and creative wilting. A

significantly higher percentage of schools in the North and West offered

fine arts courses than schools in the South. Western schools were more

likely than schools In other regions to give instruction in dance. Foreign

languages, anthropology/cultural geography, and cultural appreciation

courses were found more often in the North than in other regions. Anthro-

polcgy and cultural geography were less available in the South.

Rural schools were less likely than either urban or suburban schools to

offer courses in most of the arts and humanities programs (see Table 8).

However, rural schools were similar to scLools in urban and suburban areas

in their music, history, and English offerings. A smaller percentage of

rural schools offered foreign languages, anthropology/cultural geography and

cultural appreciation courses.

4.3 percent of _Students In an Academic ijIgh ScbQoI Program

Schools were grouped according to the percentage of their students who were

In an academic program, as reported by school officials. Arts and humani-

ties offerings were compared for schools with different percentages of their

students in an academic program in Table 9.
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Table 7: Porcontago of Schools Offering Cour5os in Ar1s and Humanities instrucilonal Prograns,
by Region: 1981-02

00.11.111...

Instructional
Program

hK ---:Reg
South

I on__

No ih

_ _

North 'Central West

152._......___

Arts 97.3 88.9 97.8 94.9
Dance 6.8 8.7 8.1 28.5
Dramatic Arts and Design 67.1 31.9 49.1 70.7
Graphic and Commercial Arts 79.3 8.7 18.2 17.8
Crafts 68.4 22.4 54.8 64.8
Fine Arts 91.6 74.6 88.1 93.6
Music 93.2 83.3 95.3 91.8
Creative Writing 39.4 13.9 . 39.4 39.5

Humanities 99.6 100.0 100.0 99.8
Multi-Disciplindry and inter- 21.9 9.1 18.2 32.9
Disciplinary Studies

Philosophy and Religion 27.7 7.5 15.8 33.7
Foreign Languages 97.5 77.5 88.6 86.3
History 89.3 97.8 99.6 99.6
Anthropology and Cultural 85.7 59.3 73.7 68.8

Geography
English and The Study of 99.6 100.0 100.0 99.8

Literaiuro
Rhetoric and Composition 77.1 76.1 80.9 81.2
Cultural Approcla1lon 58.3 31.7 34.7 39.5

0/ Schools rounded to the nearest hundred.
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Table 8: Percentage of Schools Offering Courses in Arts and Humoniiies instructional Programs,
by Urbanicity: 1981-82

Instructional
Program

UrbanIcIty.

Urban Suburban Rural

LOCer LPN 9200*

Arts

Dance
Dramailc Arts and Design

94.4
25.3
6..,.5

97.6
15.6
64.9

91.5
4.1

32.1
Graphic and Commercial Arts 19.5 26.3 9.0
Crafts 54.6 62.5 34.2
Fine Arts 91.9 89.0 79.7
Music 91.4 90.1 89.7
Creative Writing 28.7 40.9 20.6

Humanities 99.3 100.0 100.0
Mulil-Discipfinary and Inter- 25.2 28.6 10.7

Disciplinary Studies
Philosophy and Religion 25.1 25.0 10.4
Foreign Languages 96.6 92.8 77.4
History 98.5 95.6 97.9
Anthropology and Cultural 74.0 77.2 63.4

Geography
English and Tho Study of 99.3 100.0 100.0

Literature
Rhetoric and Composition 87.9 78.8 73.8
Cultural Appreciation 41.6 40.5 28.2

a/ Schools rounded to lho nearest hundred.
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Table 9: Percentage of Schools Offering Courses In Arts and Humanities Instructional Programs,
by Percent of Students In an Academic High School Program: 1981-82

Instructional
Program

IIMM110...MMIN11,

adoils,111 gh_Scilvol_Crpgram__rsont. oL. S.

1.

0 to 33 34 to 66 67 or Greater

MIKE- 4:ASKL__

Arts 91.1. 96.9 98.2
Dance 11.5 11.7 11.3
Dramatic Arts and Design 40.2 54.9 59.0
Graphic and Commercial Arts 13.9 21.2 14.4
Crof1s 36.4 59.0 52.8
Fine Arts 80.5 90.0 89.6
Music 83.4 96.2 95.9
Creative Writing 24.8 36.3 28.1

Humanities 99.8 100.0 100.0
Multi-Disciplinary and inter- 16.3 16.4 27.4
Disciplinary Studies

Philosophy and Religion 10.9 9:4 44.6
Foreign langvages 75.7 94.5 95.6
History 98.7 95.3 96.4
Anthropology and Cultural 62.0 75.8 80,1

Geography
English and The Study of

llic-ature
99.8 100.0 100.0

Rheioric and Composition 74.5 78.3 , 84.8
Cultural Appreciation 30.6 36.4. 58.2

4.0 .
Al Schools rounded to the noarost hundred. C1



Arts offerings tended to decrease when the percentage of students in an

academic program, dropped below one-third of tne student body. This

relationship was quite strong for dramatic arts and design, crafts, fine

arts, end music courses but was less pronounced with regard to the other

three arts areas.

Six of the eight humanities instructional programs showed a pattern of fewer

offerings in schools with a lower pe: centage of academic students. The ex-

ceptions were history and English which were taught In more than 95 percent

of the schools regardless of the percentage of students in an academic high

school program. Foreign languages were offered by 95 percent of the schools

where over a third of the students were In an academic program. In con-

trast, foreign languages were offered by only 75 percent of the schools

which had less than a third of their students In an academic program. Phi-

losophy and religion, and cultural appreciation classes were taught most

often when over two-thirds of the students were engaged In academic study.

4.4

Schools which operated a gifted-talented program were more likely than

others to provide courses in most arts and humanities instructional pro-

grams. The percentage of schools reported in Table 10 that offered dance,

dramatic arts and design, graphic and commercial arts, and philosophy and

religion was almost twice as large for schools with a gifted-talented

program. The popularity of a few areas reuained essentially unchanged, In-

cluding: music, creative writing, foreign languages, history, and rhetoric

and composition.

4.5 Student Body Characteristics

Several student body characteristics were included In this analysis:

percent Hispanic, percent black, percent from non-English speaking homes,

and percent classified as disadvantaged.

In general, the percentage of schools offering courses in the arts and

humanities was highest when the percentage of Hispanics and blacks were each
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Table 10: Percentage of Schools Offering Courses in Arts and Humanities instructional Programs,
by Availability of a Gifted-Talented Program: 1981-82

Instructional
Program

N7

Olt ed_r_Ialcnt Progrimn_AyaLlabILLtY----

Av alAva In.P. __Not
a C

_
Oa 20Q

Arts 92.5 94.9
Dance 6.6 14.7
Dramatic Arts and Design 35.1 60.0
Graphic and Commercials Arts 10.9 22.4
Crafts 43.0 52.0
Fine Arts 78.9 89.2
Music 90.1 91.1
Creative Wrliipg 70.3 33.6

Humanities 100.0 99.9
Multi-Disciplinary and inter- 14.5 21 :0 -- -,.

Disciplinary Studies
Philosophy and Religion 11.9 22.0
Foreign Languages 81.7 89.7
History 99.7 95.4
Anthropology and Cultural 61.7 76.4
Geography

fng113h and The Study of 100.0 99.9
Literature

Rhetoric and Composition 75.9 79.9
Cultural Aprreciattcm 26.9 46.5
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Al Schools rounded to the noarwit hundred.
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oetween one and nine percent. In other words, all-white schools and schools

with 10 percent or more Hispanics or blacks tended to offer fewer arts and

humanities courses. Dance offerings increased with an increasing percentage

of Hispanic students (see Table 11). Rhetoric and composition offerings

also tended to iacrease vith an increasing percentage of Hispanic students.

History courses were offered by most schools regE-dless of the minority com-

position of their student bodies.

Most of the arts and humanities instructional programs were offered by a

higher percentage of schools where there were students from non-English

speaking homes. As the percentages In Table 12 indicate, few dissimilari-

ties were uncovered for music, history, and English instruction.

With the exception of dance, arts instruction was most generally available

when the percent of the students who were classified as being disadvantaged

was between 1 and 24 (see Table 13). Humanities courses were less likely to

be available when 25 percent or more of the stioents were disadvantaged for

the following four instructional programs: multi - disciplinary and inter-

disciplinary studies, foreign languages, rhetoric and composition, and

anthropology and cultural geoiraphy. There was p negative association

between the number of philosophy and religion offerings and the percentage

of disadvantaged students.

4.6 EBEcantsdfirjulmiaosEigutategListiattrSallaw

Arts and humanities offerings were different for schools with varying per-

centages of their graduating class expected to enter college (see Table 14).

Courses In dramatic arts and design were less frequdntiy available In

schools where the percentage of students expected to attend college was less

than or equal to 25 percent than when it exceeded 75 percent. This was not

true, however, for dance instruction and for creative writing. The percent-

age of schools that reported offering dance instruction was unrelated to the

estimated percentage of students who would enter college. Graphic arts and

commercial arts were offered more often by those schools with the highest

percentage of their students expected to enter college.
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Table 11: Porcentago of Schools Offering Coursos In Arts and liumanifies instructional Programs,
by Percent Bleck and Percent Hispanic In the Student Body: 1901-02

Instructional

Program

4.1.

Arts
Dance
Dramatic Arts and Design
Graphic and Commercial Arts
Crafts
Fine Arts
Music
Creative Writing

Humanities
Multi-Disciplinary and Inter-

Disciplinary Stud'es
Philosophy and Religion
Foreign Languages
History
tnthropology and Cultural
Geography

English and The Study of
Literature

Rhetoric and Composition
Cultural Appreciation

I/ Schools rounded to ihe nearest hundred.

14= _08100 CLJOQ

91.8
6.7
37.5
10.7
40.9
79.5
89.5
24.9

100.0
14.4

13.6
82.5
96.6
64.6

1 00 . 0

73.1

31.4

ant Dim

98.5

16.0.
65.9
23.3
60.4
92.9
90.9

36.9

100.0
27.9

27.2
94.4

97.8
78.8

100.0

81.4

50.3

CC) ar
_Greater_

91.3
14.7
49.1

18.7
44.6

85.1

88.9
30.0

99.5
17.7

14.6

83.4
97.2
66.4

99.5

81.0
37.3

65

______

0

parac__.
to or

179_4 Greater_
__LAOQ___J1.20

90.2

__54,00._.

99.0 99.7
8.0 13.6 23.9

37.7 71.6 55.2
12.6 23.3 16.4

39.5 65.1 50.1

81.3 94.0 84.2
86.7 94.7 94.6
24.7 42.5 27.4

160.0 100.0 99.1
16.1 26-7.

13.6 26.0 23.0
81.5 96.6 08.5
96.2 99.3 96.6
65.0 83.6 61.3

100.0 100.0 99.1

73.6 80.5 90.2
34.4 52.5 31.5



Table 12: PorLuntago of Schools Offering Courses In Arts and Humanities Ins:.-uctionui Programs,

by Porcont of Students from Hun-English Speaking Homes: 1981-02

Insl-ructional

Program

fercont_PL_Studonts-f ron_NoizEligi 1 0_5 Pcak.1

Greater than 00

10,300n
aml

Arts 91.4 97.0

Dance 8.1 15.0

Dramatic Arts and Design 39.2 60.8

Graphic and Commercial Arts 11.5 23.4

Crafts 36.3 61.6

Fino Arts 79.4 90.8

Music 87.7 94.0

Creative Writing 24.5 37.5

Humanities 100.0 99.8

Witt-Disciplinary and infer- 15.0 25.1

Disciplinary Studies
Philosopy and Religion 12.1 25.0

Foreign Languages 79.7 95.0

History 97.0 97.4

Anthropology and Cultural 62.4 78.6

Geography
English and The Study of 100.0 99.8

Literature
Rhetoric and Composition 72.5 85.2
Cultural Appreciation 28.5 49.2

11101.11.

A/ Schools roundod to the noarosi hundred. 6u



Table 13: Percentage of.Schools Offering Courses In Arts and Humanities-Instructional Programs,
by Percent of Students Disadvantaged: 1981-82

=111..10,....INWIIMP..1.1.1

Instructional
PiGyram

_Lierctutt.o.f_Sfud ents_Clas acLAISLiad AlltagQd

75 or

Arts 89.8 97.0 97.7 92.6
Dance 12.3 10.4 13.9 10.3
Dramatic Arts and Design , 42.3 60.2 55.3 36.8
Graphic and Commercials Arts 11.1 22.1 23.7 12.7
Crafts 35.7 55.2 61.6 34.3
Fine Arts 75.7 90.2 89.3 84.4
Music 02.2 96.1 95.3 65.3
Creative Writing 25.6 42.3 34.9 21.7

HumanIlles 100.0 1.10,0 100.0 99.4
Multi-Disciplinary and Inter- 20.6 27.6 17.5 10.9

Disciplinary Studios
Philosopy and Religion 29.2 16.6 13.4 6.7
Foreign Languages 85.6 96.8 86.7 75.1
History 98.1 97.6 96.4 99.3
Anthropology and Cultural 65.7 75.8 70.1 60.0
Geography

English and The Study of 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.4
Literature

Rhetoric and Composition 78.9 86.9 74.3 71.9
Cultural Appreciation 38.1 46.9 37.1 31.5

.0/ Schools rounded to the marost hundred.



Table 14: Porcontago of Schools Offering Coursos In Arts ang Humanities Instructional Programs,
by Porcont of Graduairs Expected to Enter Callow

samarra

Instructional

Program

I

form _oLikasluatin_E mecied_to_En.toform .

0 to 25 76 to 50 I 51 to 75

drormir--
a aw./4v. 14,110

...=11111.1i.4.

76 to 100

Arts 90.1 96.3 93.4 93.6

Dance 11.5 9.2 11.6 17.1

Dramatic Arts and Design 35'.5 47.0 61.0 52.1

Graprlic and Commorcial Arts 15.2 17.1 22.1 46.8

Crafts 34.9 48.8 55.7 46.8

Fine Arts 75.3 87.9 89.6 82.7

Music 7C.7 93.5 92.5 91.3

Creative Writing 24.6 37.7 36.8 23.0

Humanities 99.4 100.0 100.0 100.0

Multi-Disciplinery and Inter- 6.3 17.6 23.3 31.6

Disciplinary Studies
Philosophy and Religion 11.3 11.5 17.7 40.8

Foreign languages 74.5 86.3 86.6 95.9

History 98.2 96.5 98.1 97.3

Anihropoogy and Cultural 64.6 j7.4 78.2 70.0

Geography
English pnd The Study of 99.4 1004 100.0 100.0

Litoraturo
Rhetoric and Composition 66.3 74.3 87.0 86.5

Cultural Appreciation 29.5 37.3 38.4 49.8

Those porcontages were estimates made by a school wilh respect to ihe 1980-81 graduating class.
o f

hi Schools rounded to iho noaro0 hundred.



I

Except with regard to English, history,, and anthropology, humanities courses

were more generally available when the percentage of students going to col-

lege exceeded 75 percent. Multi - disciplinary and inter-disciplinary studies

courses, philosophy an4 religion courses, and cultural appreciation courses

were offered most frequently by those schools characterized by above 75 per-

cent of their students expected to entr college after high school gradua-

tion. Schools with between 51 and 75 percent of their students going to

college were more likely to offer anthropology and cultural geography

courses than were schools with the lcwest college attendance rates, while

schools with a majority of their students (51 percent or more) expected to

enter college were most likely to offer instruction in rhetoric and compo-

sition.

4.7 Average Number Qf

Arts and fiumanitie5 Coucses

Additional analyses were carried out to determine what school character

teristics were related to the differential number of offerings in the arts

and in the humanities across schools. For both the arts and the humanities,

schools were grouped into one of two classes --(1) those offering the na-

tional average number of courses in these areas or less and (2) those offer-

ing greater than the national average (mean) number of courses in these

areas. These two classes of schools were tabulated with the same school

characteristics used In .he preceding analysis of arts and humanities of4er-

ings. The analysis was replicated for both the arts and the humanities.

About 40 percent of the public schools offered greater than the average

number o. `loth arts and humanities courses (see Table 15). The percentage

of other private schools that did so ranged from 31 percent far the humani-

ties to 35 percent for the arts. Catholic schools showed the most distinct

pattern. Three-fifths of these schools were above average In the number of

humanities courses offered while somewhat less than one-third were above

average with respect to the number of arts courses offered.

The percentage of the schools reporting higher than the usual number of

course offerings in the arts and` in the humanities increased with the size

42
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of the student body-(see Table 16). For example, 16 percent of the schools

with less than 500 students offered greater than the national average number

of humanities courses as compared with 87 percent of the schools with 1500

students or more.

The highest percentages of schools reporting greater than the mean number of

courses in the humanities were found among schools in the northern and wes-

tern regions of the country, while the lowest percentages for both arts and

humanities were found in schools in the South (see Table 17). Slightly

under one-fourth of the schools in the South offered greeter than the

average number of arts and humanities courses, while a majority of the

schools in the North and West offered more than the national average number

of courses In these areas.

Differences in offerings as b function of the urbanicity of the school are

displayed in Table 18. While over one-half of urban and suburban schools

offered high numbers of arts and humanities courses, only one fifth of rural

sclidois did so.

The percentage of schools with above-average numbers of offerings In the

arts and humanities was greater when over one third of their students were

in an academic program. These findings are presented in Table 19.

The availability of a gifted-talented program within a school was related to

higher levels of arts and humanities course offerings (see Table 20). Among

schools having such a program, nearly half offered more than the average

number of arts and humanities courses. Among schools lacking such a pro,

gram, the corresponding percentage was about 29.

The data in Table 21 suggest that when there were no black or Hispanic stu-

dents, only 25 to 30 percent of the schools had high numbers of courses

available in the arts and humanities. Minority student body percentages of

one to nine were associated with double the percentage of schools offering

larger numbers of courses. Schools with 10 percent or more Hispanic stu-

dents were less likely than those with a 1-9 percent Hispanic enrollment to

offer above average numbers of courses in both the arts and the humanities.
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Table 17: Percentage and Number of Schools Offoring Greater than the
national Average Humber of Courses In Arts and humanities,
by Region: 1901-02

rrogrnm
Category

Arts

1 !mum I los

. ma ammo.. ....PM. Clinma: dw. mar ...own am. . mg. ..
North 1 South I North Central I West

57.7 23.5 40.8 51.6
(2,000)u (1,600) (2,500) (1,700)

69.5 23.7 35.8 51.3
(2,400) (1,600) (2,200) (1,700)

o/ School!; rounded to iho nenret hundred.

a. ...amp e m.



Table IS: Percentage and Humber of Schools Of Crvaier- moon iho
Rational Average Number of Courses In Arts and Humanities, by
Urbanicliy of School: 1981-02

dwOM0AN,41...4.0.10.040 OM. alireagmaoP .1.11. OOP M.o..,

Urban] ci
M. on/ NMOPaIr MI,

mmoNwOooe +elo omo.,..omormomowomo..40.

Program

aalpi,mmmr milpmPOIMM.0

llrhin Suburban i Rural
Category

Arts 54.6 57.1 21.9
(1,700)a (4,000) (2,100)

Ihnnanliles 53.2 58.6 22.3
(1,600) (4,100) (2,200)

OMOoMME.,11

a/ Schools rounded io The tlearesi hundred.

P-1 4
i
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rf- nfir an
Caleliory
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!finnan tiles
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Table 20: Percentage and Number of Schools Offering Greater than the
fiat tonal fivcrage Humber of Courses. In Arts and liumanil los, by
Aval I abi I l ly of a .CIIied-Talented Progr an: 1981-82

Pro!). am
Category

Arts

Humanities

_ ......________ DELI QC?... Jo I Qui Qd_ PrograCtlyla LabilitY____ _ _.

Not Avai I abl o Avail al, I e

29,5 47.8
(2,500)a (4,900)

28.6 49.6
(7,500) (5,100)

0/ Frhools rounded to lion nearest hundred.



Table 21: rercenlage and Number of Schools Offering Orralcr than The
Avmage timber of COIII-SCS in A: If; and Itnnonilles, by

1'44-c..en1 !Mock and rerf,ettl 111sponIC In the Slinten1 Body: 1901-02

frocp

(";11eriory 10 or
0 1-9 (Theater 0 1-9 Crealcr

Arl s 76.7 52.5 47.5 79.7 61.7 40.7
(7,700) `' (3.200) (7,0(10) (3,300) (3,200) (1,000)

1 hnhanil les 74.0 56.2 47.4
(7,100) (3,40(1) (7,000)

.1/ St 14001; f the hi.e0 I h th ed.

30.1 60.1
(3,300) (3,700)

43.5
(1,000)



Among schools which had no students from non-English speaking homes about 25

percent offered more than the average number of courses in the arts and

humanities (see Table 22). Among schools which did have at least some stu-

dents from non-English speaking homes, the percent was almost twice as

large.

The percentage, of schools with above average number of offerings in the arts

and the humanities was about one-third when there were either no disadvan-

taged students enrolled in the schools or when over one -fourth of the

student body was classified as disadvantaged (see Table 23). Otherwise,

about one -half of the schools offered arts and humanities courses in excess

of the national average.

The percentage of schools that provided greater than the national average

number of arts and humanities courses was icwest when the percentage of

students expected to enter college was less than or equal to one-fourth of

the graduating class. When 51 percent to 75 percent of the student body

were expected to enter college, the percent of these schools that reported

large offerings in the arts and the humanities increased to about 60. There

was no difference between the percentage of schools offering above the

national average number of courses and schools with 26 to 50 percent and 76

percent or more of their students expected to enter college (see Table 24).

5?



Table 22: Percontago raid timber of Schools Offering Granter Than ihnHallow! Averago Numbor of Course*. In Aris and Ilamanilles, byPercent. of Sincldnis from Non-Ctsgi Ish Speaking Mews: 1901-02

______( erceni,...a..aiutIvrilr, from tk,m7EPOI.151). Specting_nonc5...._
Program 0 Greater Than 0Category

Aris

Moan, I les

25.n 55.6
C2,700/4 01,9001

25.7 57.8-(2,600) (5,000)

rounded io the mares, InanItutl.

!OW .11011.



Table 23: Percontage and Humber of Schools Offering Growler than ihn

flaflonal Average timber of Courses In Arts and Human 11 Ion, by

fiercel! of S I uderrl s 1)1 so dvanlagod : 19111-1:2

1 .0.. 4. .10 pw..v

Nrcen I
oft wo .

..._ of.. 5 Itisicn1s CI
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og/
Progt am
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(1M: 1 Lled or, VI5advont

10-74

%..+*1
aged__ _

75 et

Greater

_
0
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CHPPTER 5

ENROLLMENTS IN ARTS AND HUWNITIES AS RELATED TO SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS

Since information on school chamteristics was available only for those

students who had already graduated or who were still in school at the time

of the First Follow-up Survey, transfer students Were excluded from the

analyses reported in this chapter. The enrollment data reported here are

based on the HSSB transcript file and have been expanded to represent popu-

lation values. This chapter presents information on enrollments in arts and

humanities as related to a variety of school characteristics.

5.1 , I 0.41

A majority of the students In public, Catholic, and other private schools

enrolled In one or more arts courses at SOMO point In their secondary school

careers (see Table 25). Overall, the enrollment level in the arts was sig-

nificantly higher in public schools than In Catholic schools.

There were significant eifferences in the enrollments of public, Catholic,

and other private school students for four of the seven arts instructional

programs. Other private schools had a higher percentage of students enroll-

ed in courses in dramatic arts and design (22 percent), fine arts (48.5

percent) and music (40.5 percent) In comparison with public and Catholic

schools. Public schools, on the other hand, had a significantly higher en-

colierntAft.crafts_than.did Catholic schools. Almost 14 percent of the stu-

dents attending publIc.schools had enrolled in crafts, as compared with 9

percent in Catholic schools. The other private schools enrollment in crafts

was 18 percent.

There were .no significant differences In the ove:all percentages of public

and private school students taking one cr more courses In the humanities

over the span of their high school careers. Private schools did, however,

have a higher percentage of seniors taking philosophy and religion, and for-

eign language courses than did public schools. Among the pr date schools.,
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Table 25: Percentage of Students Who Had Enrolled in Arts and Humanities instructional
Programs, by School-Type! 1981-02

instructional Program Pul l.ic

L________

2.4605
b

Arts 69.0
Dance 2.4
Dramatic Arts and Design 12.6
Graphics .and Commercial Arts 2.0
Crafts 13.8
Fine Arts 36.3
Music 32.5
Creative Writing 7.0

Humanities. 99.9
Multi-Disciplinary and Inter- 3.7
Disciplinary Studies,

Philosophy and Religion 2.1
Foreign Languages 49.3
"History 91.8
Anthropology and Cultural

geography
38.2

English and Tho Study of
Literature

Rhetoric and Composition 43.2
Cultural Appreciation 5.8

4111...

iktml_DPe ----

03

Catholic

1-12
,

64.2
2.9
9.3
0.6
9.2

19.3
24.3

9.9

100.0

6.9

36.4
85.6
87.4
43.0

98.7

44.4
16.0

IM.1110I

Other Privates

71.5

2.7
22.0
0.5
18.3

48.5
40.5

5.7

100.0

9.1

24.7
73.5
99.3
32.7

100.0.

44.8
11.5

rm. 4.11.

Al 'Estimates for other private schools may be iess accurate than those for public or Catholic
schools because of small sample s i zos and a lee response rate,

II/ Students In thousands.



Catholic schools h 'ad the higher percentage of their students enrollee-1n

both of these humanities instructional programs. For example, 86 percent of

the students In Catholic schools had enrolled in foreign, language as ani-

pared with 73 percent of the students In other private schools. Only 49

percent of the public school students had enrolled In a foreign language
1

course.

Catholic schools also had the highest enrollments In anthropology and

cultural geography, and in ethnic and aree studies. Sixteen percent of the

students attending Catholic schools took at least one course in cultural

appreciation, while less than 6 percent of the public school students did

so.

Catholic schools had the lowest enrollment in the history area. Eighty -

seven percent of the students attending this type of school had enrolled in

ahistcry course. Over 99 percent of the other private school students took

history and 92 percent of the public school students took this type of

course.

5.2 School Size, Region. and ibtaftic,ity

There was no significant relationship between school size and the percentage

of students taking arts courses in general. Between 67 aid 70 percent of

the students ir all schools took at least one arts course (see Table 26).

However, school size was related to enrollments in certain arts programs.

Increased school size was associated with' a higher percentage of seniors

irking courses in dance, dramatic arts and design, graphic arts and commer-

cial arts, and crafts. In rontrast, schools with less than 1,500 students,

had a higher percentage of their students enrolled In music than did the

larger schools.

In the humanities, the percentage of students who enrolled in courses in

ifcreign languages, anthropology and cultural geography, and rhetoric and coo-

position increased with the size of the school. Philosophy, religion, and

history enrollments decreased as school sizesincreased. One program area,
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Tablo 26: Percentage of 1982 iligh School Seniors Enrolled In Arts and liumantile5 Instructional Progrml,,by School Size

Instructional
Progr an Less than

500_51u0t:n15__
500 - 1499

StildenL5._
1500 or M3re

4422 J3.71

Arts

Dance
Dramatic Arts and Design

67.7
0.9
10.7

68.1
1.1

11.2

_1,065

70,0

4.8
15.3

Graphic and Commercial Arr. 0.7 1.5 2.8
Crafts 11.0 11.7 17.1
Fine Arts 39.1 35.5 37.6
Music 36.7 .33.6 28.4

ul Creative Writing 6.6 7.1 7.3

Humanities 100.0 99.9 99.8
Multi-Disciplinary and inter-
Disciplinary Studies 3.8 3.8 4.5

Philosopy and Religion 9.7 5.4 2.8
Foreign Languages 40.0 57.5 57.7
Hi story 94.3 00.7 92.0
Anthropology and Cultural
Geography 34.5 37.6 41.0

English and The Study of
Literature 99." 99.4 98.9

Rhetoric and CanpositIon 35.2 42.6 47.5
Cultural Appuoci9lion 8.4 4.7 8.3

85 1...-01..
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cultural appreciation, had its highest enrollments in schools with less than

500 student: e5d in those with 1,500 students or more.

The enrollment In arts differed by region of the country (see Table 27). In

the northern and southern regions smaller percentages of students had taken

one or more arts courses during their high school careers. Regional differ-

ences were also evident with respect to specific arts programs. Schools in

the West had the highest enrollments in dance, dramatic arts and design,

crafts, and creative writing, while those in the North Central region had

the highest enrollment in music.

Student enrollments In the various humanities programs also varied by re-

gion. Schools In the South had the lowest percentage of their students

enrolled in philosophy and religion, anthropology and cultural geography,

and cultural appreciation courses. Schools In the South, along with worth -

err. schools, had relatively low enrollments in multi -disciplinary and inter -

discipliner), courses, and In rhetoric and composition.

Schools In urban, suburban, and rural environments differed In lerms of the

percentage of toeir students who enrolled in certain arts and humanities

oourses (see Table 28). in general) a t.igher percentage of the students who

attended an urban school enrolled in an arts opur.le at some point in their

high school career. Urban school students were also more likely to have en-

rolled in a fine arts course than their suburban and rural counterparts.

Rural students, on the other hands were least likely to have been exposed to

dance, dramatic arts and design, and crafts.

Rural students were al s., least likely to have enrolled In a foreign language

course. Only 40 percent of these students had enrolled In foreign language

instruction as compared with 56 percent of the urban students and 59 percent

of the suburban students. Both rural and urban schools had a lower percen-

tage of their students enrolled In antnropolow and cultural geography, and

rhetoric and composition than did suburban schools. Suburban schools had

the lowest history enrollments.
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Table 27: Porcontage of Students Who Had Enrolled In Arts and Humanities insiractional Programs,
by Rogion: 1981 -82

Instructional Program

Arts
Dance

Dramatic Arts and Design
Graphic and Commercial Arts
Crafts
Fine Arts
Music
Croativo Writing

Humanitios

Multi-Disciplinary and inter-
Disciplinary Studies

Phliosopy znd Religion
Foreign Languages
History
Anthropology and Cultural
Geography

English and The Study of
Literature

Rhetoric and Composition
Cultural Appreciation

titxt4

GOY

65.6

11.4
2.3
11.3

36.7
31.3
5.2

99.7

3.7
6.8
67.8
81.2

5%8

99.0
31.8
10.3

South.
020

62.1 73.2 77.9
1.5 1.8 5.9
8.4 13.6 20.9
1.3 2.0 2.1
7.7 15.0 25.7

34.3 39.1 37.8
28.8 37.2 30.5
4.1 8.8 12.7

100.0 100.0 99.7

2.4 4.5 7.0
2.4 5.9 6.4

43.6 45.9 59.0
94.9 94.8 95.6

28.6 34.4 43.0

99.4 99.6 90.9
29.4 59.0 58.0
3.7 6.8 6.4

A/ Students In thousands.



Table 28: Perconiage of Students Who Had Enrolled In Arts and Humanities instructional Programs,
by UrbanicIty of Schcol: 1981-87

I nstr uct I ona I Program

aM

lirbanlaty_szESch
Airbag Suburban_ &cal

Arts 73.9 68.1 66.5

Dance 3.3 3.3 0.5

Dramatic Arts and DLIgn 14.2 14.6 8.5

Graphic and Commercial Arts 2.7 1.8 1.4

Crafts 14.7 15.0 10.7

Fine Arts 43.9 35.1 35.!

Music 33.4 29.5 '35.5

Creative Writing 6.6 7.5 6.9

Humanities 100.0 99.8 100.0

14u111411sciplinary and Inter-
Disciplinary Studies 2.8 5.6 2.5

Philosopy and Religion 4.5 6.8 2.8

Foreign Languages 56.4 58.8 40.1

History 94.0 89.5 93.7

Anthropology and Cultural
Geography 36.7 40.9 35.3

English and The Study of

literaiuro 99.0 99.2 99.7

Rhetoric and Composition 40.2 45.4 42.0

Cultural Appreciation 9.4 7.0 4.3

.111...mer =,....

e Students in thousands. 89
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5.3

Schools with a high percentage of students In an academic (college prepara-
tory) program, as expected, had a higher percentage of students enrolled In
humanities courses. The analogous relationship with respect to arts courses
and placement In an academic program was not clear. Findings pertaining to
academic program participation and arts and humanities enrollments are pre-
sented in Table 29.

Students in schools where between 34 and 66 percent of the students were in
an academic program were less likely to have enrolled In a course In dance
than were students who attended schools with a higher percentage of academic
students. These latter students were more likely to enroll In dramatic arts
and design courses than were students Pram schools with less than 34 percent
of the students classified as college preparatory.

Enrollment in foreign language courses increased with the percentage of
students in an academic program. In low academic placement schools (0-33
percent) 42 percent of the students finrolled In foreign language courses.
Fifty-two percent of the students who attended schools with between 34 to 66
percent of the student body in an academic program studied foreign
languages. Where academic program participation was 67 percent or higher,
74 percent of the students enrolled in a foreign language course.

Enrollment In the °purses listed under the grouping "cultural appreciation"

was highest where 67 percent or more of the students were in an academic
program. Rhetoric and composition course enrollments were higher when aca-
demic program participation was between 34 and 66 percent.

5.4

As can be seen in Table 30, there is no strong relationship between the size
of arts enrollment and the availability in the school of a program for gift-
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Table 29: Percentage of Students Who had Enrolled In Arts and Humanities Instructional Programs.

by rercent of Students In an Academic High School Program: 1981-82

Instructional
Prosy am

fsrsignict iduntaln_Acadami h-SEtualanicon----

0 to 33 34 io 66 67 or greater

1.4(160

Arts
68.7 69.3

Dance
2.1 1.9

Drevalfic Arts and Design
10.5 13.5

Gra6hic and Commercial Arts
2.2 1.8

Drafts
13.5 13.9

Fine Arts
8.1 35.5

Music
50.6 33.3

Creative Writing
7.1 7.5

Humanities
')9.8 99.9

Multi-Disciplinary and Inter-

Disciplinary Studies
2.7 4.8

Philosopy and RPligion
7.7 3.0

Foreign Languages
41.5 52.4

History
93.3 90.6

Anthropology and Cullural

Geography
31.1 40.5

English and The Study of

Literature
99.1 99.4

Rhetoric and Composition
3.8 47.3

Cultural Appreciation
5.3 5.2

if Students in thousands.
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68.0
4.6
14.5
1.4

12.7
37.4
32.9
6.1

99.9

5.6
14.3
73.6

90.6

39.0

99.4
40.1

10.9



Table 30: rurceniage of Studonis Who Had Enrolled in Arts and Humanities Instructional Programs,
by Availability of a Gifted-Talented rrogram: 190-82

Instructional Program
rdi tadrja l_crt od ['moron

fitzt.Oti QvA. Offered

L
Arts 70.1 67.9
Dance 1.1 3.1
Dramatic Arts and Design 11.6 13.3
Graphic and Commercial Arts 1.5 1.8
Crafts 11.6 14.7
Fine Arts 39.9 35.1
Music 35.0 30.8
Creative Writing 7.8 6.7

Humaniiies '99.9 99.9
Multi-Disciplinary and Inter-
Disciplinary Studies

Philosopy and Religion
3.1

5.1
4.6
4.8

Foreign Languages
History
Anthropology and Cultural

44.7
94.9

56.7
90.0

Geography
English and The Study of

31.5 41.8

Ilieraiure. 99.7 99.1
Rhetoric and Composition 46.4 41.7
Culiural Appreciation 5.1 6.9

92
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ed and talented students. Small differences between these Iwo classifica-

tions of schools are evident with respect to crafts, fine arts, and music.

Fine arts and music enrollments were lower but crafts enrollments were high-

er in schools with this type of program.

With respect to the humanities, the presence of a gifted and talented

program was associated with higher enrollments in foreign languages and

anthropology but with lower enrollments in history, and rhetoric and

composition.

5.5. Atmgentl)ady_Camonitign

Enrollment levels in the arts and humanities were compared by selected

characteristics of the schools' student bodies Including: percent black,

percent Hispanic, percent disadvantaged, and others. The findings of these

analyses are presented in Tables 31 through 33.

Schools with no black students and those with greater than 9 percent of

their student populations composed of black students had a lower percentage

of their students enrolled In dramatic arts and design than did schools with

between 1 and 9 percent black student body members. Schools with a higher

percentage of black students (10 percent or_ more) also had the lowest en-

rollments in music and crafts.

In schools where the percent black was between 1 and 9, certain humanities

courses had higher enrollments than was the case when schools had a percent

black above or below this range. This was true with respect to multi-disci-

plinary and Inter-disciplinary studies, philosophy and religion, and foreign

languages., Enrollment in rhetoric and composition was highest when the per-

cent black was zero and lowest when the percent black was 10 or higher.

Schools with no Hispanic students had a lower percentage of students en-

rolled in the arts than did schools with some Hispanic students. Schools

with no Hispanic students also had a lower percentage of students enrolled

in dance and crafts as compared with schools with 10 percent or more Hispan-

ic students. In comparison with those schools with 10 percent or higher
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Tablo 'Percentage of Students Who Had [mulled In Arts and gumanilles instrucliondi Pl...jrdms, by Percent
Black and Percent Hispanic in the Student Dody: 1981 -02

Instructional Progrm

era

a

I_

ercont Roc
0 1-9 10 or

Greatcr_4r011_ ___103,1_,.._____. 910_______

Arts '69.6 69.4 . 67.5
.

Dance 2.3 7.5 2.6
Dramatic Arts and Design 17.? 14.3 11.r
Graphic and Commnrcial Arts 2.0 1.4 7.6
Crafts 13.5 15.1 12.7
Fine Arts 36.6 35.2 38.2
Music 34.5 32.2 30.4
Creative Writing 8.0 7.7 5.9

on Humanities 100.0 99.8 99.9
(IN Mulii-Disciplinary and Inter-

Disciplinary Studies 3.3 5.9 2.8
Philosophy ani Religion 3.8 7.7 3.4
foreign Languages 43.9 59.6 51.q
History 91.8 90.1 93.'.
Anthropology and Cultural
Coograrhy 39.7 39.6 35.4

English and The Study of
Literature 99.9 99.2 98.9

Rhetoric and Composition 49.8 42.6 37.5
Cultural Appreciation 5.2 6.8 7.7

a4 A/ Students in thousands.

Ement_HIspan.
1-9 10 or

...grAidi

66.6 70.8 70.8
1.6 2.7 5.0

10.4 15.1 14.6
1.2 2.2 3.7

11.3 15.0 17.0
35.7 36.9 38.8
34.7 30.9 27.9
6.5 8.2 7.2

99.9 100.0 99.5

2.9 5.6 3.8
3.6 6.8 5.9

44.7 58.7 60.5
90.0 92.3 96.3

39.3 38.0 35.0

99.4 99.6 98.1
40.1 48.0 41.1
4.5 8.3 9.0
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Hispanic enrollments, a higher percentage of the studenTs in schools with no

Hispanic students were enrolled In music courses.

Schools with no Hispanic students also had lower enrollments In most of the

humanities instructional progress. 1The. percentage of students who had taken

one or more Courses In rhetoric an4 composition was lowest In schools with

no Hispanic student body members 4d in those schools with 10 percent or

more of the student body of Hispanic origin.

/

By and largq4 enrollment rates in the arts and humanities were not related

to.the percifitage of stuoents from non-English speaking homes (see Table

32). Exceptiims were dramatic arts and design, and crafts, which had higher

enrollments when there were at least some students from non-English speaking

homes. The reverse pattern held for music. With respect to humanities, two

programs showed higher enrollments when there were some student from non-

English speaking homes. These were foreign languages and cuituralwprecia-

ticm.

In general, arts enrollments were not strongly related to the percerfage of

the student body classified as disadvantaged (see Table 33). Thei4s was a

tendency for enrollients in dramatic arts and design courses to be igwer In

schools with 25 percent or more students classified as disadvantaged. With

respect to the humanitiAsm enrollments In 1philcsophy and religion, and in

foreign languages tended to be highest in schools with no disadvantagedt stu-

dents.

5.6 arcont Qf Gr4duates Elvactad to filter College

The percentage of a_school!s students that expected to enter college was not

strongly related to the percentage of udents who, took at least a slag!.

course In the arts. However, this school characteristic was related to the

enrollment In one arts Instructional program. Schools where the college-

going rate was 75 percent or more had a higher percentage Of students who

had studied dramatic arts and design than did schools with less than 51 per-

cent of their students exacted to go to college (see Table 34).
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Table 32: Percontage of Sludents Who Had enrol led in Arts and linmanillos instructional Programs, by the

Purcent of Sludenis from Mon-InglitA Sp oak flomet.: 19111-0?

Instruction 'rogram
florceni. of_ S Iudtml5 'run

67.0
1.2

10.4

.1.104.1.1.,

51) _SpPahl.licar-Lngli
t

69.7
3.4

14.7

Arts
Vance
Dramatic Art., and Deign
Graphic and Commercial Arts 1.5 2.7
Crafts 10.9 15.3
Fine Arts 36.1 36.9
Music 34.5 30.3
Creative Writing 7.7 7.3

00
Humanities

Multi-Disciplinary and Inter-
100.0 99.8

Diciplinary Studios 3.3 4.6
Philosopy and Religion 3.9 6.0
forolgn Languages 44.1 58.4
History 97.2 91.4
Anthropology and'Cultural
Geography 36.7 39.8

English and The Study of
Literature 99.4 99.2

Rhetoric and Composition 41.0 44.6
Cultural Appreciation 5.1 7.6

a/ Students In thousands. 98
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Table 33: rercenidgu of Students Who Had Enfollod In Aris and 1111Muhilicr, Inf,truclionol rrograms, by
rerccul of Students DitAdvantoged: 1901-02

Instructional Program

Nf:
__ 0. ____

304_
.179. _ - _

_

.. t udcni:i_ DI5ottvan

_ 10724_ _

776_ _____ _ 521_ ___.
O.

Arts 69.9 -70.1 69.8 65.6
Dance 3.1 2.7 1.6 3.7
Dramatic Arts and Design 13.9 14.7 17.9 9.3
Graphic and Commercial Arts 1.3 2.5 1.8 1.8
Crafts 15.1 15.1 13.0 11.0
Fine Arts 35.9 37.5 35.7 38.1
Music 35.9 31.9 33.6 28.3
Creative Writing 8.9 7.8 7.3 5.7

Human I t I es 99.9 100.0 99.7 100.0
Mulii-Disciplinary and inter-
Disciplinary Studios 7.3 4.7 3.5 1.7

Philosopy and Religion 16.0 4.6 3.4 1.4
Fore4gn Languages 67.5 55.6 51.0 43.7
Hislety 93.6 90.1 91.3 94.0
Anthropology and Cultural

Coogr aphy 36,4 37.4 39.2 38.7
English and The Study of
Literature 99.5 99.0 90.6 9c.".4

Rhetoric and Composition 44.2 51.0 43.0 34.9
Cultural Appreciation 7.0 6.9 .7 8.0

0/ Siudenit. In thousands. 99
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Table 7.4: rerrtnlage of Sludonis Who !lad Enrol lcd in Arts and Omani !los Instrisci tonal Procirms,by rcrcunl of Gradmilvs Opt:clod fo rnfcr Cul lg: 19111-K'd

*Am.... IE..

IrvArnt.1 I owl Pr ofir

ea. 4..1.- 111 .1.
__........,.....r rccni .c.! 1 crutif.100.5.. Di vr_l nu. Collswg....________.

. . Pty__ _ . __ .9;9.7 . .._ .. _ .... ___ . 1 ;103 ... .... ._. _ . . _ . 91'2. _ . _ ____.
75=.100_

. _ _ _

A-is 66.0 (8.(, (.0.3 71.1Dance 1.5 1.8 3.0 4.7Drroallc Aris and Design C.6 11.5 14.8 15.3Graphic i;nd Culmcrclal Acts 7.4 13 1.'. 3.7Crafis 11.3 12,6 15.6 14.2
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The link between instructional program enrollments and the percentage of

graduates going to college was stronger with mord to the humanities. En-

rollments In the courses grouped. to form the multi-disciplinary and inter-

disciplinary studies program and in the courses included under cultural

appreciation were higher in schools where 75 percent or more of the gradu-

ates were expected to enter college. Foreign language enrollment claimed 82

percent of the students in the former type of school as compared with

between.37 and 44 percent of the students In the latter type of school.

Rhetoric and composition had the lowest enrollment when less than 26 percent

of VIN, students were expected to continue on to college. Twenty-nine per-

cent of the students in such schools enrolled in courses in this instruc-

tional program, whilo over 40 percent of the students in-schools with higher

college placement rates enrolled in at least one course from the humanities

area.
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CHAPTER 6

CHARACTERISTICS OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES CONCENTRATORS

This chapter Is concerned primarily with a description of the characteris-

tics of /hose students who concentrated in the arts and those who concen-

trated in the humanities. The first few pages address certain acre general

questions regarding student participation In the arts and humanities.

Overall, this chapter is organized around the foliating questions which were

developed in consultation with the Arts and Humanities Advisory Panel.

What are the numbers and types of arts and humanities

courses taken most frequently?

At what point in high school is course work in these

. areas most prevalent?

*
What is the average number of credits earned in the arts

and In the humahities? What is the ratio of arts end

humanities credits to all credits earned during a

student's high school career? How do these values

compare with tt,ose for mathematics and science?

What is the average number of credits earned In the arts,

humanities, mathematics, and science by students, ;n

college preparatory, general, and vocational programs?

What Is the number and percentage of secondary school

students who concentrate in the arts and the humanities?

Do students who concentrate in the arts or the humanities

take courses predominately in one subject area, ,cr do

they take courses in different subject areas?

How do the grades earned in arts and humanities courses

compare with the grades earned in other courses? In par-

ticular, how do tney compare with mathematics and science

course grades?
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6.1

,Now do arts and humanities concentrators compare with

other students on tests of cognitive ability?

In what types'of extracurricular activities do arts and

humanities concintrators perticipete?

What are the socio-demographic characteristics of arts

and humanities concentrators? How do they compare with

other types of students?

Do arts and humanities concentrators spend more time on

homework? At outside Jobs? Watching 71/?

Whet are the Immediate me. long-range educational plans

of arts and humanities concentrators? What is the lowest

level of education that they would be satisfied with?

Wnat are the occupational plans and aspirailons of arts

and humanities concentrators?

How do the socio-demographic characteristics of arts and

humanities concentrators who plan to go to college com-

pare with those who do not intend to go? What type of

high school programs do these students participate in?

.Mk

On the average, students earned about 6 percent of their total high school

credits In the arts, 11. percent. In mathematics, and 9 percent in science.

Approximately one-third of their credits were earned In the humanities (see

Table 35).

re

The number of credits earned In the arts and humanities was covered-with

the number earned In mathematics and science. For each credit earned in

mathematics, students earned .58 credit in the arts and for each credit

earned in science, they earned .74 credit in art.
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Table 35: Rail() of Credlls Earned In Arts and Ilaman11losc'o

Maillemd1lc9 Crodlis, Scl(Inco 04,1111., .110 1'..)101

Crodlls: 1981-87

111:Q91:001._Catag ?ry

Program

cilf;gorY 1.1.1 1 lirindi irs5._ 5c1011C9

Arts .58 .74 .06

Oman! I los 2.76 3.55 .31

f4athemailcs .11

4110.A.0.0 411M.W...1111PScience .09
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The differential between the credits earned In the humanities and those
earned in andhanatics and science was larger. About three humanities
credits were earned for each mathematics credit. Four credits in the
huninitles ware earned for each credit earned in the sciences.

Overall, students who participated In the relevant program earned about two
credits in the arts and six and one -half credits In the husanities over
their high school careers (see Table 36). About two and one-half credits
were also earned in mathematics and two credits were earned in science.

Students, whether in a general. academic. or vocational high school Program,
.

earned about the same weber of credits the arts. Academic students
earned almost two credits more in the husanities than did general education
students and over Iwo hunanities credits more than did vocational education
students.

Table 37. presents the number of credits earned in the different arts and
humanities instructional pr Irons by grade From the percentages
presented in this table, It is possible to determine at what point in
students, high school careers various types of subjects are likely to be
studied.

IL10(For arts as a, whole, the percentage of credits earned in each the four
years of high school is fairly constant. However, certain types of courses
are more likely to be taken in the later years of hi#1 school. For enmpl 6,
one-third of the credits in dranatic arts and design courses. were earned by

I.

eleventh and twelfth grade students, while only 12 farcent of the dramatic
arts and design credits were earned in the ninth grade. A similar pattsFn
was found for creative writing. Music credits remained fairly stable over
the four-year period.

The total number of credits earned in the humanities dropped off noticeably
during the last year of high school. The largest decl Ines in subject area
credits during the last year of hi.fis school were associated with foreign
languages, history, and anthropology and cultural geography. Credits in
history reached their peak during the junicr year. Cultural appreciation
and multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary studies program credits
increased during the !loonier year.
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Table 36: Average Number of credits Earned In the Areas of Arts, HumanItGcs, PethematIcs and Science, by High
School program: 1981-82

Area High Schcsd Proir oL

Ileneral All Studarts

Arts 2.1 2.1 1.7 2.0

Humanities 6.0 7.7 5.6 6.5

Mathematics 2.1 3.1 1.9 2.4
ch

Science 1.7 .23 2.0

411.

gl These figures represent the everace number of credits earned in each area for only those students who took
one cr mcre courses in the area.
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6.2 Italmatraocantralign

Wing the definitions of student concentration In the arts, humani+les,

mathematics, and science presented in Chapter 2, HUB transcript data were
examined to determine the percentage and number of student concentrators in
each of these subject areas. The results of this analysis are shorn in
Table 38.

About 13 percent of the students surveyed in 1982 had concentrated in the
arts during their secondary school careers. Thus, approximately 432,000
students were arts concentrators, having earned more than three credits in
one or more of the arts instructional programs.

Seventeen percent of the 1982 high school seniors earned sufficient credits
in the humanities to be classified as humanities concentrators. There were

over one-half mill Ian humanities concentrators among the 3,265,000 students
surveyed In 1982.

In contrast to arts and humanities concentrators, 277,000 students (8.5

percent) concentrated In mathematics. The number of students' concentrating
in science totaled 305,000 (9.5 percent).

Table 39 presents the findings of an analysis directed towards identifying
the extent to which students concentrating In one study area also concen-
trated in another area. Nearly 16 percent of the arts concentrators also
met the requirements of humanities concentration. A lower percentage of the
arts concentrators met the requirements for being defined as a concentrator
in mathematics (7.6 percent) or science (8.6 percent).

Twelve percent of the students defined as humanities concentrators were also
defined as arts concentrators. A hilper percentage of the humanities
concentrators were mathematics (20.9 percent) or science (20 percent)
concentrators than were arts concentrators.

About 12 percent of the mathematics and science concentratas also concen-
trated in the arts. Forty-two percent of the mathematics concentrators ful-
filled the definition of a humanities concentrator and 36 percent of the
science concentrators also concentrated In the humanities.
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Table 38: Percentage and Number (Thousands.) of Students Concen-
trating in The Arts, Humanities, Mathematics, and
Sciences: 1981-82

Mee of Concentration
Percent

Arts 13.2 432

WT.:amities 16.9 552

Wathernatics 8.5 277

Sciences 9.4 306

Ww=111111141.....m.romr
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Tablr 39: Percentage and timber (Thousands) of Students Concentrating In the Arts,
Himanities, Mathematics, and Sciences, Who Also Concentrated in Another of
These Areas: 1981-82

Additional Area of Comerttration
Area of
Concentration Arts Humans ties 'Mathematics Science

Arts

Human I ties

Mathematics

as Science
0

.1.11.1110

15.7
I 68)

7.6
( 33)

8.6
( 37)

112

12.3
I 68)

Ol MO OM.

20.,9
I 116)

20.0
( 111)

11.8
I 33)

41.7
I 116)

IIIIImir

47.0
130)

12.1
I 37)

36.1
I 111)

42.6
13G)

.4110.110



6,3

In addition to classifying students in terms of the intensity of their per*

ticipetion, as was done when defining concentrators, the diversity of their

participation in the arts and the humanities was examined. Diversity

relates to the number of different instructional programs In which students

earned credit (see Table 40).

Forty-kme percent of all students earned their arts credits In a single

Instructional program6 Nineteen percent studied in two instructional

programs, while 6 percent studied in three Instructional programs.

Among the arts concentrators, about 38 percent earned all their arts credits

in one instruction's, program, while 37 percent earned all their arts credits

in two programs. Nineteen percent studiet; in three programs, while 6 per.-

cent studied In four or more programs.

Study ;n the humanities was more diverse both for humanities concentrators

and for students as 0 whole than for other types of concentrators." Nearly

63 percent of ail students earned theirimmenities credits In three to four

different programs. Twenty -one percent earned alt their humanities credits

In two instructional programs, 13 percent in five or more programs, and only

2 percent In a single proven.

Eighty-seven percent of the humanities concentrators earned credits in three

to five different instructional programs. The largest percentage of human ii.

ties students (39.6 percent) earned their credits in four different areas of

study. Only 4 percent of She humanities concentrators earned all their

credits in two instructional programs, while 9 percent earned credits in six

Of more areas.

6.4

A series of analyses identified the characteristics of students who concen-

trated in the arts and thou who concentrated in the humanities during high

school. The analyses focused on various measures of student achievement and
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Table 40: Percentages of Arts'and Humanities Concentratcrs end of All Students.Who
Earned Credits In Specified Numbers of instructional Programs

Number of
Instructional
Programs in Which Arts Humanities ill Students

LLICIALIttfElrned ConcentratOp ATIctr.tratOL5

Arts (No 432)a (N= 3,267)4N
0
1

0.0
3e.1

33.5
A0.6

2 36.7 19.0
3 19.1 5.7
4 5.1 1.1

5 0.9 0.2
6 cr Pore C.1 0.0

a) Humanitiesto

0
(N= 552)

0.0
(N= 3,268)

0.9
1 0.0 1.9
2 4.3 21.5
3 23.3 33.9
4 39.6, 28.8

5 23.5 10.6

6 *8.1 2.0
7 cr More 1.2 0.3

Ai Students in'thousaeds. 114



student activities. Also examined were the social background characteris-

tics of arts and humanities concentrators and their post-graduation piens

and aspirations. di

6.4.1 Average Grades In Arts and HumanIfiss Coursps

Table 41 presents the percentage of students earning different letter

grades in arts and humanities courses. The tablepresents for comparison

purposes the grades of students in mathematics and science courses.

About 61 percent of the stadantshad a 8 or better grade average In the arts

courses in,which they had enrolled. In contrast, 26 percent of the students

averaged a B or better in humanities courses. The percentage of students

earning a 8 or higher overage In mathematics (26.7 percent) was signifi-

cantly lower than in the arts. The same was true for science (32 petcentlk.

Eighteen percent of students averaged an A in the arts courses they had

enrolled in as compared with 1 percent for humanities courses, 3 percent for

mathematics courses, and 4 percent for science courses.

Table 42 Summarizes the overall grade averages of arts, humanities, mathema-.

tics.and science concentrators. A higher percentage of the mathematics'

(69.6 percent) and science (66.8 percent) concentrators had an overall grade

average of 8 or higher than either concentrators in the ens (41 percent) or

humanities *(41.9 percent). However, a significantly higher percentage of::;

both arts and humanities concentrators had a 8 grade average or above as

compared with the general student population (28.6 percent).

6.4.2 The NAler Begicsly

The National, Commission on Excellence in Education recommended that all ,high

school graduates I've a minimum of four years of English, three years of

mathematics, three years of science, two.years of social studies, and one-

half year of computer science. For those with plans to attend college, the

Commission also recommended two years of foreign language. These courses are
23

referred to by the Commission as the."New Basics."

23/ National Commission on Excellence in Education, A ha all 111

lama llics Educational Mac& p.24.
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Table 42: Overall Grade Averages of Students by Area of Concentration: 1981-82

Overal I
Grade
Average

Area of Cancentration

Arts Humanities Natilanatics Science Al I Students

A 0.4 0.4 1.1 1.2 0.3

A 15.5 17.5 - 36.3 32.5 5.'.9

B 25..1 24.0 32.2 33.1 18.4

28.7 25.6 22.9 23.4 26.8

C 22.5 22.0 6.0 8.6 27.7

C 7.5 9.0 1.5. 1.3 14.6

0 0.5 1.5 0.0. 0.0 2.4

0 0.0 0.0 0.0' 0.0 0.0

F 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 43 presents the percentages of arts, humanities, mathematics, and

science concentrators who met these .requirements. About 6 percent of the
arts and 19 percent of the-humenitiss concentrators met all bat the foreign

language requirement. The percentages of arts, humanities, methematict, and

science concentrators who met these requirements differed significantly.24

When the foreign language requirement was Included, 14 percent of the human-

ities concentrators met the bisic requirements. The percentage of the arts

concentrators meeting these requirements was only 3 percent.

Table 44 presents the percentages of students meeting the "New Basics"

requirements (excluding foreign language/ who had taken different types of

arts and humanities courses. Students who met the requirements were less

likely to have taken an arts course during their high school career then

students who had not at the requirements. Among the arts instructional

programs, students who met the requirements were less likely to have

enrolled in f ine arts and crafts.

With respect to the humanities, students who met the requirements of the

*New Basics" were also less likely to have taken certain courses. Specific-

ally, a iota. percentage of these students ton* courses In rhitoric and com-

position and anthropology and'cultural geography.

6.4.3 QUILLLYALTAALSZEas

As pert of the 1960 HUB Base Year Survey and the 1962 First Follow-up

Survey, students were administered cognitive tests in reading, vocabulary

and mathematics. The average of the three standardized scores were grouped

by quantiles reflecting whether a student's average more fell in the

lowest, second, third, or highest quartile of the distribution of all stu-

dent scores for the purposes of this analysis."

2.4/ The Oamputer Science requirement was deletes because so few of the
students had the opportunity to earn computer science credit.

im/ Telt scores were standardized so that the weighted distribution of scores
would have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. For more inform-

.

attom on e tests and the composite scale used here see ., khaki and
Bawd Saalizara Ott Lkst /1410111/11, (iNiZ): ' i Ella Wink
BROW
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Students who concentrated In the humanities performed somewhat better on

these tests than did arts concentrators, and both arts and humanities

concentrators had higher mean scores than did the total student population

(see Table 45). While about one-third of the arts concentrators scored in

the highest quantile, over one-half of the humanities concentrators did so.

6.4.4 Extra-Curricular Actlyttlu

HUB students were asked to respond to a series of items concerning their

participation in various extra-curricular activities (see Table 46). As

compared with the total secondary school population, a higher percentage of

both arts and humanities concentrators participated In debating and drama,

honorary clubs, school subject-matter clubs, and student council/govern-

ment. Arts concentrators and humanities concentrators were also more likely

to be involved In the-producticm of a school newspaper or yearbook.

Arts concentrators participated more in youth community organizations and in

church activities and youth groups than did the general population of

students. Also, students concentrating In the arts participated more in art-

related activities such as band /orchestra, chorus, and dance. In all Of

these activities, the participation of humanities concentrators more closely

resembled that of the general student population.

Humanities concentrators participated more often than arts concentrators In

honorary clubs and In the production of a school newspaper or yearbook.

They were also more likely to be involved in varsity sports and athletics.

6.4.5 1226_1s2disciamids6ItatadsAntIarstathalatic

Differences by sex In the percentage of students who concentrated in the

.arts, humanities, mathematics or science were not large. Differences

related to race/ethnicity and socioeconomic"status, however, were much

larger (see Table 47).

There was a slight tendency for more females than males to be involved In

the arts and the humanities, and for more males than females to concentrate

In science. Students from high SES families were about one and one-half
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Table 46: Percentage and Humber iTheusands/ of Students Who Had Participated in Specified Extra-Curricular Activities,

by area of Concentration: 1981 -E_7

Extra- Curricular Activities

Al

Students

fr.: Percent

Varsity Athletics 30.2 125 39.h 212 34.6 1,059

Other Athletic Teams 40.3 Ito 44.2 253 40.6 1,233

CheerleaCing, Pep Club 2n.5 E5 13.5 72 13.7 416

repast: n.1 cr Cran0 :4.7 10 :0.5 1C 12.7 369

Fend cr Cry-es:Ts 47,7 19° 12.7 67 14.: 428

Chorus er Canc. 44.1 179 7,.2 121 19.5 583

lichty Clubs
:,I,! 1dt 19.: 101 19.2 381

mencrery Clubs :1.9 e6 25.1 133 16.1 489

I-0

Scicoi 'ievspafer/Yeart.ocx, :1.6 29 28.3 149 17.7 543

Schiol Subject - 'Matter Clubs :9:1 1:'. 27.9 147 20.8 631

Student Council/Covet-meant 20.4 541 23.0 121
...

16.1 488

Vocational EiucItIon Clues 12.7 77 12.5 otil .23.5 716

youth Community ergenfzeces 2t 89 19.1 101 16.5 499

°lure's Activities/Youth Groups 47.8 197 . 36.8 195 36.4 1,101

Junicr Achievement 6.0 25 5.2 27 5.6 169

Scrviee Clubs/Community Service 18.8 77 27.6 119 15.7 474

Aftinities -

Sercritles/Pretiernitfet
7.2 -2.6- 14 2.5
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. '

times and two and ilia-half tiles **b likely to concentrate in the arts 'gwid
humanities, respectively, Shan were law socidecomcmic status students. The

different" was more pro for mathematics end science whorl stAlents
. were about six times as likely to be concentrators came from more

privileged family backgrowia.than If they had not.

g

Overall, the level of concentteted participation of white students was al-
most twice that of black students and about one and one-half times that of
the Hispanic -and other:social/ethnic group students. Differences were,
again, more pronounced with regard to mathematics. and science than arts and
humanities.

The .perspective of the 'analyses ,ceut be shifted to examine the percentage of
concentrators who possessed various soda-demographic characteristics (see
Table 413).. fielative to their representation in the total student popula-

tion, males were overrepresented snag science concentrators, and under-

represented among arts and humanities -concentrators. The reverse pattern
was found for jemale students. In tersis of socioeconomic status, the arts
domain was dominated by middle doss students, while concentrators in the
other three study areas were about equally divided between the. middle and

the high SES groups. High SES students were disproportionately represented
in all four areas of concentration. Low SES students were underrepresented
In all four areas, particularly in mathematics and science.

_74

Differences by race/ethnicity were also found. White students predominated,
accounting for BO percent or more of al 1 concentrators in the- fair study
areas, Though They represented 73 percent of The student population. The

Hispanic/other group was second in Size, representing from about.9 to .13

percent of concentrators, and black students were The meal fest group. White .

students represented' a .somewhat higher percentage of the mathematics and
,..!,

science concentrators than they did Of the arts and humanities concentra-

firs. There were.. no significant differences In program concentration
between black students end Hispenic/oiher students. -4 Y.46

21/ The composite socioeconomic 'status score used in the analysis is based
on the following five consitutent aliments: (I) father's/occupation, (2)
father's educetidn, (3) mother's education (4) family inmate, and (3)
household material possessions. Far more detailed information on this
composite measure, see Nab What .1111g I .11110 ilaithemocs Sobact
Elul falloirlb UM): Dabs ELLE OW' *mat PP. 6244.
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6.4.6 .U$KALAMMudilt

Another diarecteristic, examined was the type of community in which the

schools attended by the students,were located (see Table M)..' Oammunities

were characterized as urban, suburban, or rural.27Orban and rural*hool sfu-,

dents were rather-similar in their distribution aaross'areas of "oncentrar

flan, :Suburban studentso'however, were nearlylwice:ad. 1161y : urban or

rural students to be math or science concentrators. on in the

arts did not very by the type of community In which a school was lasted.

6.4.7 . 111 I .0 1 .

Overall, arts and humanities concentrators spent mars time on homework than

did students In general (iee Table 50). Aparcalmetely 33 percent of the

arts concentrators and 64 preen+ of the humanities concentrators spent In

excess of three hews per week on homework as compered with about 30 WOW

of the 'total student population.
.,

For both arts and humanities concentrators, the most popular response option

(to the question about homework) was *Five hours or were per. week.* The

percentage of students who gem 'this response was higher for ".hummities

students than for arts students (44 percent versus 31 parent).

The differences 'between arts and humanities concentrators' patterns of

television watching war nit great (see Table 31). About one-third of each

watched between two and four hours of television on weekdays, and fewer than

23/ Urban communities included $h -following community types: a medium-
.. sized city (30,000 w 100,000 Peopials a large city (100,000.sP 500,000

people); and a major metropolitsweenter (over 300,000 people). Sabers.

ban communities Included: a suburb af a medium-sized-oily; I suburb of
a large city; and,a suburb of a meAr.metrogioliten neater. AbmsenIttes
were characterised as rural .1f-they'irere either: a rural or farming
community or Is small city or tOwp of fewer than 50,000 people that was
note suburb of alargar city.
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Table SO: Percontagn end 11110ber tifbeessetb0 of Stinfints Spending Verlag. Anownts of Time Per Wok on *..,ark,
bp Area of Dancentretinns 111111-62

411104111tftritanillattatiallw All

Lees *en 1

entween 1 and 3

. Pare than 3, Ens Shall

Eire or More,

:5

771

28.6 19.6 28.7
1201 1061' t 9001

21.8
t 921

20.1
10)

19.9
t 6231

31.4 44.1 29.9
t 1321 t 2:5) c 9371
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Table 51: Portents°. and Muster nhoussiodsi of 'Students Spending Vsrious Amounts of Ties Matching Toleviston,
by free of OsecentratIons 1981-82

I

flours Per gay on Weekdays . Al I
&At_

Less than 2 46.7

\ ( 193)
53.4 44.4

( 261) (1,351)

Mary think 2 but Legs 34.0 31 .5 34.6
min 4\ ( 1401 ( 1E61 (1,01.71

tr Pore\ 191.3 115.1 21.0
( 80) (7Q4) ( 638)
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one-fifth watched four or more hours on en average weekday: Slightly more

humanities concentrators then arts" concentrators reported low (fewer;\,thenr

two hours per day on weekdays) levels of television viewing. In comparteon

with high school students In general, arts concentrators watched about *I'

same while humanities concentrators watched less television..

The majority of both arts and humanities concentrators spent less than 22'

hours per week working at jobs outside of school. Both types of amen -

testers also spent fewer hours working than did students as a whole (see

Table 52).

6.4.8 elat=firogulalian-MoLiztlsaatittlan

Students were asked about then- plans and expectations re girding various

activities and pursuits In which they might engage immediately after

graduation and long after they left high school. Arts and humanities

concentrators were compered In terms of the activities that they planned for

the first year after graduation; the kinds of educational,achlevements that

they expected in their lifetimes; the lowest level of educational attainment

that they woultbe satisfied with, the kinds of jobs which they expected to

have when they were 30 years qld; and (for college bound arts and humanities,

concentrators) the field of'study In which they expected to enroll.,

For the most part, the post-graduation plans of arts concentrators and

humanities concentrators were rather similar to each other and to those of

the general student population (see Table 55). A larger percentage of

humanities concentrators did, however, plun to attend a four-year college or

university ad compared with the percentages of arts concentrators and of

students in general (45 percent versus 34 and 30 percent).

Regarding postsecondary echicational expectations, arts concentrators and

humanities concentrators did not differ greatly from each other or from

students In general (see Table 54). Somewhat more arta than huManities

concentrators expected to obtain no education beyond high school (13 percent

versus 9 percent). The corresponding percentage for all students was 18.

Similarly, more arts thin humanities students expected to obtain some



Tette 52: Percentage and Number (Thousands) Of Students Spending Various Anuunts of Time Working for Pay at Their Most
Recent Job, by Nra of CancentratIcn: 1981-82

Hours Per Week Simi'
kin; .

0ne to 14 Hours
(

43.2
146)

Fifteen to 21 Hours 77.9
( 94)

/kentrtwo to 34 Hours 197
( 67)

Thirty-Five or More Hours. 9.2

ke of Conceerethon All

lisatanfilta-

42.1 34.0
(l03) - ( 833)

77.8 29.1
( 119) ( 712)

22.1 24.5
( 94) ( 6001

8.0 12.3
( 51) ( 34) C30)

6.
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POI. 551 Percentage and Number Olhousands! of Students Expecting to be Engaged In Various Activities During the First
Year After Graduation, by Area of Concentration: 1981-82

IM10.

Activity

All__ICAILJA_CPMen_tfithr
Arti

21_
_1Smopau
rc

;Mork

_Porcent

70.9 274 69.7 346 69.5 1,973

Apprenticeship 6.5 25 5.2 26 7.4 210

Military Service 4.6 18 4.1 20 5.6 160

Naueneker 6.9 26 '.4 17 6.5 !ES

Vocational/Technical 9.9 38, 6.4 :42 11.2 317

Courses, Tree cr
8us:ness School

Academic Courses, Junior
cr ComunIty College

12.5 48 1r.4 52 11.3 321

Voceflonel/TecnnIcal 4.3 17 3.4 17 5.6 158

Courses, Junior Or
Community College :

Four-Year College or 34.1 137 4".4 27! 30.4 863

. University e

Other (Travel/no plans) 33.2 1Z3 29.4 146 2!.2 SDI

(
137



Tibia 54: Percentage and Number (Thousands) of Students Expecting Various kinds and Levels of Postsecondary
Education, by Area of Concentration

Area of Stratton 111

M
ftaaajU 4ftaiti

Less then High School Gradation 0.2 0.8

Nigh School, Graduation 13.3 54

%coffers', Trade or Business 7.5 30
Schc I after High School-
Lass than 2 Years

ecotionel, Trade cr Baines, 11.2 ii,

School after Nigh School -
TVo or More Years

Cbflege - Less than 2 Years 3.4 13

College - 2 or Pore Year, 15.1 60

College Coneletion - 4 cr 3 :!7.9 112
Year Dere.

',WOOS Degree or Equivalent 13.3 53

Ph,D., P.O. or Other Advanced 7.9 31
Professional Degree

0.2 0.8 0.5 16

9.3 47 18.2 533

4.0 20 8.3 242

6.6 33 12.3 361

1.111 9 3.0 89

14.6 74 15.5 453

30.7 INS 23.3 683

17.8 91 11.0 322

15.2 77 8.0 235

I.



voCational-sacattOn training (19 versus 11-percent). Both sets of students'

were more likely than students in general to aspire to a 4 or 5 year college4

degree (28 and 31 percent versus 23 percent). About one-third of humenitlei

students'expected to earn An advanced degree. One-fifth of the arts

concentrators had this expectation.

In responSe to a question as to the lowest level of education with which

they would be satisfied, humanities concentrators tended to aim higher than

arts concentrators (see Table 55). For example, about 19 percent of the

humanities' students would be setisifled with only a high school diploma as

compared with 29 percent of the arts students. Correspondingly, the per-

centages who would be satisfied with nothing less than a 4 or 5 year college

degree were 34 and 23 for humanities and arts students, respectively.

Analogous percentages with respect to advanced degrees were 14 and 8.

Arts and humanities concentrators and students in general shared similar Job

aspirations (see Table 56) . An exception was that the percentage of

students who expected by age 30 to have a professional Job requiring an

advanced degree, such as physician, lawyer or dentist, was 17 for humanities

concentrators as compared with about 10 for arts concentrators-and for

students in general.

When arts and humanities concentrators were compared with respect to their

intended field of study in oollege,\only a few differences emerged (see

Table 57). Humanities students were mei"! likely than arts students to study'

business (20 percent versus 14 percent).\Not surprisingly, arts concentra-

tors were far more likely than humanitiet\ concentrators to study art and

music (18 percent versus 4.percent).

The college plans of arts and humanities concentrators ware further examin-

ed in relation to the student's sex, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status,

and high school program (see Table 58).

The percentage of arts and humanities concentrators planning to attend

college did not differ significantly by sex, i.e., male and female concen-

trators were equally likely to state that they planned to attend college.

With respect to both men and women, more humanities concentrators than arts

concentrators planned to attend college.
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.Table 55: Percentage and Number (Thousands) of Students Reporting Various Levels of Education as the Lowest with Which They
Would be Satisfied, by Area of Concentration: 1961-62

tee of Education Ail

N.

____Acteuat.roessattAtion___

IL_ ftrofti_ N FkrIcepit

Less than High School 1.7 6 1.4 7 1.7 48
Graduation

High School Graduation 29.1 112 16.7 92 33.9 950

Vocational, Trade cr Business 7.4 28 2.6 14 5.8 162
Seemed after Nigh School -
Less than 2.Years

Vocational, Trade or Business 6.8 26 5.2 23
.

6.7 244
School after High School -
Two or More Years

College - Less than 2 Years 6.4 25 4.6 23 4.4 125

Coilep - Two or ftre Years 17.5 68 20.0 99 16.6 466

&liege Completion - 4 or 5 23.3 90 33.7 167 21.2 594
Year tegree

Master's Degree or Equivalent 6.6 25 9.8 48 R 160

rit.c., M.D., or Other Advanced 1.4 4.0 19. :.0 57

(*tree
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Table 56: Percentage end Number tThousends1 of Students Expecting Various Jobs or Occupations When 39 Years Old,
by Ares of Cencentrations 1981 -82

Occusatl on Brea efC:Zstattalbgn-----:---.... All
StldhiA16

---E2CSA6L-1L-..Percent_ ItPergekt

Clerical 6.8 28 4.8 25 6.7 264

Craftsman 5.2- 22 3.2 17 7.3 224

Farmer, Farm Reneger 2.0 a 1.0 5 2.0 60

Nermsvater 3.8 16 2.5 13 2.6 79'

Labcrer 0.9 A 0.6 v 1.5 15

Reneger, Aomlnistrater 6.5 27 10.3 54 8.0 243

MI !tar,/ !.4 6 1.8 13 2.2 68

oviratIve 1.1 4 2.4 13 3.2 97

Professional - Na 33.2 145 32.1 169 77.0 8415

Advanced ['ogre*

Prefessionel - Advanced 10.0 42 16.9 89 9.9 302

Degree
.

Proprieter or Ovrxr 2.6 11 4.0 2' 4.6 140

Protective Servi 1.6 7 1.8 10 1.9 59

Sales 2.1 a . . 1.8 10 1.9 57

Schcol Teacher 6.3 3 3.3 17 3.4 104

Service 5.0 21 2.3 12 4.1 123

Tievnical 9.1 38 10.9 57 11.2 341

JNet Necking 0.4 2 0.4 2 0.6 20



Table 57: Percentage and hasher (Thousands) of College-eound Students Planning to Enroll in Various Fields of Study,
by'Ares of Concentration: 1981-82

Field of Study Acm_ILLSantiatzatista All

ibideldsArt

&lava. Pt rmy Percent IL

Agriculture 2.0 6 1.3 6 2.4 49

Architecture and Engineering 8.1 21 9.0 38 10.6 217

Art and Music 18.5 57 4.3 18 -6.4 130

Biological Sciences, Health 11.8 36 11.0 46 12.0 245
Occucetions, and
Sciences

Eusines, 14.2 44 . 20.0 83 21.2 432

.Communications 3.7 11 5.2 22 3.3 67

Computer and Infcrmation 5.5 17 7.3 30 8.3' 168
Sciences

Education 4.4 14 3.6 - 15 CO 81

English and Foreign 4.3 13 4.8 20 2.3 48.

Languages

Ethnic Studies 0.1 0 0.0 0 0.1 1

Mcrae Economics and Voce-
tionaltlechnical Studies

6.: 19 4.7 20 9.1 184

Inter- Disciplinary Studies 0.2 1 0.2 i 0.1 2

Mothemetics and Physical 1.8 6 3.6 15 2.3 47
Science

Philosophy and Religion 0.9 3 0.6 2 0.3 7

Pre- Professional 4.8 15 8.6 56 5.8 119

F5ychclocy and Social 6.4 20 9.2 39 5.3 108
Sciences

Other 7.2 22 6.6 28 6.4 131



Table '8: Percentage and Number (Thousands) of Arts and Humanities Concentrators and
of All Students Who Planned to Attend a 4-Year Cenral", by Sex, Race/Ethni-
city, Socioeconomic Status, Nigh S..nood Program, and Area of
Concentration

ArtzLIII-CaNxentrithr
Demographic

Characteristic Arts

Sag

Humanities
All

Students

Hale 33.1
( 47)

43.2
( 941

21.3
( 395)

Female 34.7 47.1 31.4
( 84) ( 152) ( 464)

Race/Ethnicity

White 15.5 4,.! 30.8
( 114) ( 1-41 I 666)

Neck 41.6 !0.5 34.9
P.+ ( 9)0

Hisoanic/Other 19.9
( 9)

Socioeconomic Status

High 48.8
( 57)

( 17)

41.1

2!)

!h.?
( )17)

( 98)

24.9
103)

AP.2

( 549)

Mild1e 31.5 40.1 27.4
( 61) ( 831 ( 386)

Log 1. .1 30.5 18.0
( '111 ( Z5) t 122)

Nigh Schcoi Pro9rnm

General 21.7 24.7 21.3
34) 28) ( 210)

Academic 52.5 57.6 51.4
t 90) t 189) t 567)

Vocational 12.7 15.3 11.3
7) ( 8) f 83)



For both black and white arts concentrators and black and white humanities

concentrators, the percentages of students plannrng to attend college were

greater than was true of students in general. For Hispanics and others,

this relationship held far humanities concentrators but not for arts

concentrators.

High school students' plans to attend college increased with socioeconomic

'status. This pattern held regardless of the area of concentration. In all

SES categories, however, arts concentrators were less likely Than humanities

'concentrators to state that their postsecondary plans included college

attendance.

As would be expected, 'students In an academic (college preparatory) high

school program were far more likely to aspire to a college education than

those in a general or vocational program. This general statement held true

both for arts concentrators and humanities concentrators.

Expectations of attending a 4-year college were positively correlated with

the education level of the students' fathers and mothers. This held true

for both arts concentrators and humanities concentrators (see Table 59) .

Monsistent with infcrmaticm presented in earlier sections of this report, at

all levels of parental education, humanities concentrators were more likely

than arts concentrators to anticipate college attendance.
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Table 391 Percentage and eaellar /Moe Munk) of Students Planning to Attend A 4-Near College, by Father's and Mother's
Education ono Area at COncentratIons 1961-82

Father'; Education

Student's
Area cf
Water/all/II
Arts

Funenities

F1,1 Students

a.

Obthere s Education .

High Vocational Sane Camplated Bost-Grad- High vocational
School Tref* cr College 4 or 5 pate Col- School Trade or
Grade- Business Tear ter Degree Grade- Business
atiOn School College cr Wilmer atl on School
cr Regale JAIL__
24.5 38.8 42.9 53.3 51.2 24.5 36.9

t 411 t 151 t 22) ( 24) ( 25) ( 451 t 17)

Same Completed Rust-farad
Collage 4 or S mate Col-

Year lege Degree
Col legs or loulue

mpg pe lent

47.5 51.2 52.9
t 30) t 20) t 14)

37.7 43.9 50.5 54.9 57.9 36.9 43.8 ;4.4 61.3 57.0
1 67) 1 17) 1 31) 1 as) t 52) 1 79) t 2:1 t 47) 1 41) 1 28)

27.8 27.0 3'.9 49.0 54.7 23.7 31.6 42.8 52.1 52.2
L_JHULA__11/___ ( 122) 11111______I_JaIi_____1_1621 ( gai L162/ ('ID i 141
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A. SOURCES OF THE LATA

TOMNICAL APPENDIXES

Data for The analOgs of secondary school moor se offerings and enrollments
In the arts and in the humanities came from the sophomore cohort of the High
School and Beyond tip) Study sport-sawed by WES. Two components of the
NUB First Fol low-up!

1

Survey provided data on 1981-82 course offerings and
enrollments. The offerings and enrolments component provided data on sec-
'ondary school arts ami\ humanities ofhrings, while the 1982 HUB transcripts
collection provided data which were used to estimate enrollments In arts and
humanities courses. The data on the characteristics of secondary schools
and of secondary :school students came from the responses to the school end
student questionnaires administered during th,e HUB Bum Year end .First
Fol i ow-up surveys.

All of the HS&B samples were designed to provide national estimates. The.
sample -designs of these surveys are described in the folloviing sections.1

IL More detailed Information on the sample designs of The HS/1B surveys as
well as information on their data collection procedures and other survey
ffietures is provided Ins

C. Jones, S. Knight, H. WWII I lams,
Stephenson,

14. &rat Crmacrd and B.

National Opinion Research Center. .1983.
Chicago, Illinois:

C. Jones, S. Knight, N, But ;, I. Ciawfcrd, and B. Stephenson, Iwo

Chicago, Illinois: National Inion Research Center, 1983.

C. Jones, M. Clarke, H. 14:1/111 lams, I. Crawford, B. Stephenson, end R.
Totirangeau a t Ik. .I.
1126211.11giAllajailaiLanliaa National Cent_er for Education Statis-
tics DICES 83-210, 1983.

C. Jones, N. Frankel R. Tourangeau, H. MO i t I lams,
1,11.0 ,11,1 1,-1- I :1

Illinois: National Opinion Research Center, 1983.
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A.i' Iiish_schoeukatibmalamisaulans

.41:1.1 Base Year Survey Sample Design

a

Bass year dote far The HUB study were collected in 1980. A highly strati-
fied, two" stags probability sample was used to select over 58,000 high
school students (over 28,000 seniors and over 30,000 sophomores) from over
1,000 publ is and private secondary schools. Over 1,000 schools were selec-

ted during the first stage of the design with a probability proportional to
the estimated enrollment In their 101b and 12th grades.2 During the second
stage of sampl ing, 36. seniors and 36 sophomores were selected In each

school , except in those schools with fewer than 36 seniors or 36 sophomores.
In the latter schools, all eligible students were drawn in the sample. This

report utilizes only data from the sophomore cohort members.

A.1.2 First Fol low-up Survey Sample Design

The HUB Firit Follow-up Survey sample design retained the essential
features of the 1980 Base Year design.. That is, it was a multi- stags,
stratif led, probability sample with schools selected during the first stags
of sampling, and students selected during stags Iwo. Listed below are the

Important features of the 1982 First Follow-up samplii design:

All schools selected as part of 1fie Base Year Survey were con-
tacted for participation ffi the First Foliar-Up Survey Aimless they
had no 1980 sophoacres, had closed, or had merged with other
schools in the base year ample.

1980 sophomores still enrolled in their 1900 schools were retained
with certainty, resulting in approximately 30,000 1980 sophascres
being included in the sample.

2/ This selection, criterion was not used uniformly across all strata in the
sample design. In certain' ample strata (e.g., schools with large
mi nor! ty enrol !mints), study requi resents resulted I n an over sempl fng of
schools. For more information on the Base Year Survey sample design,
see M. Frankel, L. Luane, D. 8uonanno, and R. Tourengaau, Sample Devi on
Wit, Chicago, Illinois: National Opinion research (canter, 1981.

A-2 ,
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1 980 sophomore cohort students who were no low attending their
base year schools (i.e., dropouts, early graduates, and those who

had transferred as individuals to a now school) were subsampled.

A.1.3 Course Offerings and Course Enrol iment Survey Sample Design.

Secondary school course offerings and enrollment data were collected from

those schools selected as the -first-stage sampling units In the Base Year
Survey in which 1900 sophomores were still walled during the 1981-82

academic year. Of the mare than 1,000 schools included in the Base Year
o Survey, 975 schools had a 101h end/or 121h grade in 1960 and were In contin-

uous existence through The 1981 -82 academic year ( i.e., they had not closed,
or merged with other schools since The 1 980 survey). School administrators
at The 975 schools were asked to provide information on the courses offered
at their schools during the academic year and the enrollments In these

cour sies.

A.1.4 Tkoanscr I pts Survey Semple Design

The sample for the HS& Transcripts Survey was selected from among the 1 980

sophomores who were eligible for the First Foliar-up Survey. Prior to
selecting the sample, 1 980 sophomores were stratified according to a number

of student and school-level characteristics. The strata were partitioned
into one of Iwo major groups with different student selection probabilities:
one contained pol icy -relevant subgroups kr.g., students from private

schools, base year nonrespondents, high achievement blacks, and MO
achievement Hispaniaq, and the other contained all of the remaining

sophomore subgroupings other blacks, other Hispanics, and al 1 other

students).

All students In the poi icy-relevant subgroups were selected with certainty,
resulting in 12,907 students being included In the survey sample. M

additional 5,440 sophomores. were selected from the remaining subgroups, with

a selection probability 'equal to approximately .32. A total of 1 0,427

members of the 1900 sophomore cohort were selected for participation in the
H$ Transcripts Survey.
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B. OFFER II MO ENROLLIENTS StIFNEY NCNRESIVNSE Iwo NO4RESPONSE ADJUSTIENTS

-Lists of courses offered in the 1981 -82 school year Ware suppi led by 941 (97
percent) of the schools selected fa- participation in the H$ Offerings end
Enrollments Survey.

Data 'on course enrollments wee received fran only 762 (78 percent) of the
eligible schools. In addition, 97 percent of these schools reported incom-
plete enrollment values for fhe courses they offered during the school
year. Roughly one-third of the schools reported enrollment data for 80-90
percent of the courtes they reported offering, and another one-third of the
schools reported enrollment data for between 0-59 percent of their courses.
Ohly, 63 (4 percent) of the 1,516 unique course titles that were reported as
being offered by one Cr more schools provided =piste enrollment date.
Approximately 72 percent of. The courses identified by schools had between 40-
100 percent missing enrollment data.

An adjustment for nonresponse to the request for course of fefirm data was
iricorporated into the 1981 -82 estimates of course offerings. This was
accomplished by adjusting the case weights for /hi! responding schools. Case

weights were multi pi led by the ratio of the sum of The weights for ell sam-

pled schools to the sum of the weights for the responding schools. 3

The nonresponse rate apsociated with the school-reported enrollments data
undoubtedly would lead to biased estimates If These data were used in the
analysis. To prevent this, it was decided to use student transcript data to
es:limite course enrollments. The approaches to using these data and their
impact on the study are elaborated upon in Section C of this appendix.

The level of nonresponse to the HUB Transcripts Survey closely resembled
the level of nonresponse to the Offerings and Enrollments Survey's request
for course offerings data. Ninety-one percent of the schools responded to
the ropiest for student transcripts*. Schools provided 15,941 (88 percent)
of the 1 8,1 52 iranscripts requested.

3/ This adjustment was equal to 1 9,725.6/18,806.2. Thus, all estimates of
the number of schools offering courses were inflated by a factor of
1.04889.
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The case weights for the tranicri
differential rates of response f

statuses. The average nonresponse

C. ESTIMATION FROCEDURES

s data were adjusted to take into account
a number of school types and student

justment factor" was 1.13.4

The ipals of the analysis were to identify: (1) the arts and humanities
courses offered In U.S. secondary schools*, (2) the enrollment levels in
these courses, (3) the characteristics of schools that relate to arts and
humanities course offerings and course enrol imenta (4) arts and humanities
student concentrators, and (5) the individual characteristics of students
that are related to concentration in the arts or In the humanities.

\Since the gaols of the study were directed towards understanding course
Offerings and c*.L.irr enrol !mods in U.S secondary schools, estima,teritere
expanded to represent all or some portion of the national pophation of
schools and students. The procpdures used to produce the esnmates found in
the study tables are described be

C.1 istlittasaCCearicliferings

All estimates -7.f the number of: courses offereclVby secondary schools, the

average number of courses offered, and the nuedier and percentage of schools

that" offered courses were based on data supli;iled by the schools responding

to the NSW Course Offerings andCourse Etrrol Iments Scrvey. These estimates

represent the entire population of 1946 secondary schools. To account for
the absence of offerings datafpcr 34 of the 975 schools surveyed, all

estimates of course offerings were adjusted by a factor of 1.04889. This

factor repreliented the ratio of the wan of the sampling weights of the 975
sampled schools to the sun of the sampling weights of the 941 responding

..school s.

d

The number of schools that offered instructioti in an arts and in a Miami-
ties program" area (e.g. dance, crafts, foreign language ind history) was"
computed by taking the weighted sum of the schools reporting that a course

A/ For acre infermation on this adjustment see nIgb
=lab Smote (12.12): Data ILsit'A Manual,
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Gor. courses) listed In the program area was offered during the 1981-82

school year. Since Instructional progress represented aggregations of indi-

vidual courses, each school was counted only once for each instructional

program listed In the tables. Thus, the number and percentage of schools

that offered instruction in a specific, program, unless otherwise noted,

translates to the number and percentage of schools that offered one or more

of the courses represented by the program area.

:C.2 Estimates gfulursiancausigas

As noted In Section B above, 1981-82 course enrollment data were missing for

an unacceptably large percentage of the course titles reported by the sam-

pled schools. Therefore, the decision was made to estimate course enrol I-

ments from data collected by the HUB Transcripts Survey.

The decisiop to use HUB Transcript Survey data in place of the school,

reported enrollments altered the meaning of the course enrollment figures.

Rather than indidating the number and percentage of secondary school stu-

dents enrol* In the courses grouped to form the arts and hUmanities in-

structional programs durirl the 1981 -82 school year, the estimates contained

In the tables represent the number and percentage of 1982 seniors who en-

rolled in one Cr more courses in the instructional programs over their sec-

ondary school wears.

The use of the transtript data was restricted in certain ways for the dif-

ferent analyses. The over estimates of instructional program enrollments

(see Table 1) were based on the number of courses in' the program areas that

appeared on a student's transcript. All courses appearing on the transcript

were counted towards measurifq instructional program enrollments. Students

w ho had taken courses In an instructional program ,were summed to estimate

the enrollment for a program. Students who dropped out of school subsequent

to the 1980 HUB Base Year survey were deleted from this analysis. Thus,

She estimates apply only to the subpopulatlon of students, who had attended

high school for four years.
1
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The analysis of the arts and humanities courts enrollments as related to

school characteristics (see Tables 25 through 34) required the elimination

of transfer student data from the analyils. The decision not to use trans-

fer student transcript data. was a function of the information that was

tivallable on these students' schools and the assumptions that would need to

be made If these data were used. Since the estimates of instructional pro-

gram enrollments were related TO school characteristics, individual school

attribute data were required. These data were not available from the trans-

fer schools; thus, the only school data available for analysis were those

reported by the original 975 HUB schools. Therefore, if transfer student

data were used it would have to be assumed that the characteristics (e.g.,

tota l student enrollment) of the schools that students transferred' to were

the same as the characteristics of the schools that they originally atten-

ded. It would also have to be assumed that transfer students had the oppor-

tunity to take the same types of courses in each school. The validity of

these assumptions was problematic for the analysis of the instructional pro-

gram enrollments in specific types of schools.

C.3 Estimates of Student Concentration'

The 19e2 HUB Tr script Survey was the source of data used to estimate the

number and percents of students concentrating.in the arts and In the hu-

manities. Data fr survey were also used to estimate student concen-

tration in mathemati and the sciences.

As described in.Chapter 2, concentration. In the arts, humanities, mathema-

tics, and sciences was operationally defined by the number of credits a stu-

dent earned in certain courses. Only credits earned in courses where a stu-

dent received a passing grade were tabulated to establish whether or not a

student had concentrated in a particular ares.5

2L Since the credit systoles of schools' very ccnsiderably, course credits in
the NUB Transcript Survey data file have been standardized using the
procedUres of the National Loogitudinel Survey of Labor Force Behavior.
The standardized credits (SCC) in the date file are defined by:

SSC is CC /SOD

Where CC = Course credit earned by the student
SOD = Number:of credits offered for completion of a one-year

course in a particular school.
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Estimates of the number and percentage of student concentrators were expand-

ed to represent the population of secondary school students. However, the

estimates apply only to the estimated 3,266,132 1980 sophomores who were

enrolled In school In the Spring of 1982, or had graduated early. The esti-

mates do not apply to those 1980 sophomores who dropped out of school prior

to the Spring of 1982.

DropCuts were excluded from the analysis of student concentration in the

arts, humanities, mathematics, and sciences because of the problems they

create for the interpretation of non-concentrators. With dropouts removed

from consideration, non-concentrators represent only those students who had

completed high school or who had been enrolled In high school *for four

years, but_ had not earned the number of credits required to be defined as a

subject area concentrator.

D. STANDARD ERRORS

Each of the 1982 HS&B samples represent only one of many that could have

been selected using the same sample design specifications. Estimates de-

rived from these different maples would vary. Standard errors for the

estimated totals and percentages measure the precision of these estimates,

i.e., the variation of all the estimates around the theoretical, complete-
.

coverage values. The standard errors, together with the sample estimates,

may be used to define confidence interval s, i.e., ranges that would include

the comparable complete-coverage value for a specified percentage of all

possible samples. For example, the complete-coverage value would be in-

cluded in the range from two standard errors above to two standard errors

below the estimate for about 95 percent of all possible samples.

No itandard errors were reported for the estimates presented in the tables

In Chapter 3 and 4. Methods far approximating the standard errors of the

estimated totals and percentages presented in the tables are described in

the following sections.

A-8
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D.1 Standard Errors for 1981-82 Course Offerings Estimates

All of the estimates of the number and percentage of schools offering

courses in the different instructional programs used school-reported data.

The standard error (SE) of a percentage (p) estimated .from a simple random

sample (SRS) of n schools from the total population of secondary schools (N)

is approximately:

SE
(p)

= DEFT41 n/N) (p) (100-0/n

DEFT is a correction factor used to compensate for the effect of ttle school

sample design. Since the schools in the 1982 HUB study were selected using

a disproportionate stratified sample design, simple random sampling formulas

will underestimate the variance and standard errors of simple statistics

such as percentages. For the school-based estimates reported In the tables,

the.DEFT correction factor is 1.75.

For example, .with 941 schools supplying course offerings data,

the standard error of tte weighted percentage of schools offering dance

couras in 1981-82 is:

SE
(p)

= 1.75 1(1 - 941/19,726)(11.4)(840.6)/941 = 1.76 percent

The standard error of the estimated number of schools offering a course is

computed by multiplying the standard error of the estimated proportion

(SE /100) by the number of schools In the population of U.S. secondary

schools. There were 19,726 secondary schools in 1981-82.

Using the same example, the standard error of the number of schools offering

one or more courses in dance in 1981-82 is 19,726 x 1.76/100 = 347 schools.

Equation 1 may also be used to approxiate the standard errors of the esti-

mated percentages or totals for the different subclasses of schools (e.g.,

Public versus private schools or schools with different percentages of min-

ority representation). The appropriate subclass n to use in these calcula-

tions are found in Table A.1. The population of the subclass (N) can be

faind in the tables in Chapters 3-5 of the report.



D.2

Standee(' errors of the estimated number and percentage of 1982 seniors who
enrolled in one cr more courses In the arts and humanities instructional
programs may be approximated using Equation 1.6, Since different tables to
the report are based on different subsamples of students it is important
that the appropriate sample sizes (n) be used In calculating these approxi -
mations of the standard errors.

Table 1 estimates of the number and percentage of 1982 seniors who took one
or more courses in the arts and humanities Instructional programs during
their MO school careers were based on the responses of 13,972 students who
parlcipated In the transcript survey and who had not dropped out of school
since base year data were col lected.

Estimates reported. in Tables 25 through 34 were based on the responses of
those students participating in the transcript survey who were still atten-
ding their on gi nal base year school for had graduated early). Thus, el imi-
noted frail these estimates were students who had dropped out of school or
had transferred to another school. The total and subclass sample sizes in)
on which these estimates were based are reported in Table A.2.

Estimates of student concentrators were computed using the responses of
those students who had not dropped out of school since the 1980 HUB Base
Year Survey. Table A.3 contains the total and subclass sample sizes used to
compute these estimates.

As was the case with the standard errors of the school-based estimates, sim-
ple random sample formulas will underestimate the error associated with to-
tal s and percentages. To compensate for the effects of the NSW sample
design, all standard errors of estimates derived frame the student data
should be multiplied by a factor of 2.

fiL Exact standard errors using the method of balanced repeat repl [cations,
are available through HOES.

a -10.



Table A.1: Limbers of Schools in the SaMple, for the Nejcr Subclasses Used in the,

COurse offerings Tables

41111.1.M. .1111=1M11,11111111111M.I.PIPINPn. ...1
a-

Total Schools 941

Type of School

Public 835

Private Catholic 75

.Private Non-Cathclic 31

Region

t4crth 199

South 293

North Central 2t3

West 1E6

Urbanization

Urban 236

SubL-tan 44b

Rural 259

Race/Ethnicity cf Student Eocy Composition

Bleck

0 Percent Elack
1-9 Pq;cent Black
10 Percent Bleck or Greater

240
328
323

Hispanic

0 Percent Hispanic 363

1-9 Percent Hispanic 317

10 Percent Hispanic or Greeter 212

Percentage cf Female Students

0-49 Percent Female 290

50-1C0 Percent Fanale 610

Percentage of Students fray non-English Speaking Hanes
,1

0 Percent fro-, Non-English Speaking Hanes 379

50-100 Feroen from Non-English Speaking Homes 562

A-11 16



Schools (Continued)

Percentage of Graduating Class Going to College

0-25 Percentage of Graduating Class Going totollege 133
26-50 Percentage of Graduating Class Going to College 396
51-75 Percentage of.Gradueting Class Going to College 277
76-100 Percentage of Graduating Class Going to College 125

Curricula: Distribution of 12th Grade in Spring, 19E0

Academic

0-33 Percent
34-56 Percent
67 Percent cr Greater

General

TWZ

324
1E7

0-33 Percent 407
34-66 Percent 259
67 Percent or Greeter 1E7

Gifted - Talented Program

Nct offered
Offered

2;3
EC.'9

Percenteged of DIsadventeged Students

0 Percent 133
1-9 Percent 274
10-24 Percent 228
25 Percent cr Greeter 21E

Total High Schoci NOT.tership

Less than 500 Students 154
500 to 1499 Students 413
1500 or More Students 374



Table A.2: Numbers of Students In the Sample, for ,the Major Subclasses

Used In the Course-Enroliments Tables

Total Students 13,972

Type cf School

Public 10,143

Private Catholic 2,154
Private Non - Catholic 734

Region

North 3,106

South 3,892

North Central 3,592

West 2,441

Urbanization

Urban 3,043

Suburban 6,624

Rural 3,364

Face/Ettnicity of Student Eody. Composition

Bieck

0 Percent Black 3,329

1-9 Percent Elack- 4,640

10 Percent Black or Greater 4,206

Hispanic

0 Percent.Fispanic
1-9 Percent Hispanic
10 Percent Hispanic or Greeter

Percentage of Female Students

0-49 Percent Female 7,503

50-100 Percent Female 5,029

.-4

Percentage of Students from Non-English Speaking Homes

0 Percent from Non-English Speaking Homes 4,404

50-100 Percent from Non - English Speaking Homes 8,049



Schoolsr(Continued)

Percentage of Graduating Class Going to College

0-25 Percentage of Graduating Class Going to College 1,503

26-50 Percentage of Graduating Class Going to College 5,110
51-75 Percentage'cf Graduating Class Going to College 3,830
76-100 Percentage of Graduating Class-Going to College 2,466

Curricula: Distribution of 12th Grade In FprIng, 1980

Academic

0-33 Percent 4,317

34-66 Percent 4;231

67 Percent or Greater 3,551

General

0-33 Percent 1,692

34-66 Percent 3,313
67 Percent or Greater 2,322

Gifted-Talented Program

Nct of

Offered

Percentaged of Disadvantaged Students

4,232
6,299

0 Percent 2,342

1-9 Percent
32,84141C -24 Fercent

25 Percent cr Greeter 2,761

Total High School Membership

Less than 500 Students 2,362

500 to 1499 Students 6,C61

1500 or More Students 4,568



Table A.3: Numbers of Students In the Sample, far the Major Subclasses Used
In the Student Concentration Tables

Total Students 13,972

Arts Concentration

Student Concentrators

Sex

Male
Female

Race/Ettnicity

White
Black
Hispanic/Other

Socioeconomic Status

1,622

665
957

1,12E
-454. ftlIPPOMP.

340

Lcw 357
Middle 7!0
High 479

Father's Highest Level of Education

High School Graduation or Less 699
Vccational, Trade or Business School 136
Some College 2C5
Completion of 4 cr 5 Year Degree 174
Post -Graduate College Degree or Equivalent 4w-.14

Mother's Highest Level of Education

High School Graduation or Less 791

Vocational, Trade or Business ":hoof 167
Sor-?. College 240
Completion of 4 cr. 5 Year Degree 167
Post-Graduate College Degree or Equivalent 113

Curricula

General 593
Academic 7!3
Vocational 242



7

ilkmanitles COncentrators

Student Cbagenfrators 3,177

Sex

Male 1431
Female 1,646

Race/Ethnicity

White . 2,076
Black 371

Hispanic/Cther 730

Socioeconomic Status

Low 557
MiCdie 1,217
Nigh 1,312

Father's Highest Level of Education

Nigh School Graduation or Less 1,089

Vocational, Trade or SusinessSchool 260
Some College 354
Completion of 4 cr 5 Year Degree 469
Post-Graduate College Degree or Equivelent 636

Mcther's Highest Level cf Education

High School Graduation or Less 1,332

Vocational, Trade or Susiness School 2eo
Some College 4E6

Completion of 4 cr 5 Year Degree 466

Post-Graduate College Degree or Ecuivelent 333

Curricula

General' 623

Academic 2 1E9
Vocational 317

Math Concentration

Student Concentrators 1,556

Science Concentration

Student Concentrators 1,496

-



Male
Female

Socioeconomic Status

6,928'.
7,044

Low 3,814
Middle 8,145
Mich 3,4E5

Race/Ethnicity

White 8,379
Black 1,950
Hispanic/Other 3,643

Community Type

Urban 4479
Suburban 2,430
Rural 5,127



E. I I I V I 110.46.
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The subject areas, arts and humanities, were subdivided into instructional
programs. The secondary school courses which constitued the instructionai
programs were classified according to the codes for the Classification of
Secondary School Courses (CSSC). The CSSC was originally developed for use
In coding transcripts of students participating in the National Center for
Education Statistics' longitudinal High School and Beyond study. This
nationwide inventory of high school courses identifies each course with a
six-digit numerical code. Each subject area and its subdivisions are
listed. The appropriate CSSC codes and their titles follow.

ARTS

Dance

50.0300 Dance, Other
50.0311 Modern Dance for Beginners 9
50.0311 Rhythm and Dance 9
50.0312 Creative Dance 10
504312 Modern Dante for Beginners 10
50.0312 Rythm and Dance 10
50.0313 Modern Dante for Beginners 11
50.0313 Creative Dance 11
50.0313 Rhythm and Dance 11 /
50.0314 Creative Dance 12 of

50.0314 Modern Dance for Beginners 12
50.0314 Rhythm and Dance 12
50.0321 Modern Dance 9, intermediate
50.0322 Modern Dance 10, Intermediate
50.0323 Modern Dance 11, Intermediate
50.0324 Modern Dance 12, intermediate
50.0311 Dance 9, Advanced
50.0322 Dance 10, Advanced
50.0333 Dance 11, Advanced
50.0344 Dance 12, Advanced
50.0341 Performing Dance Group 9
50.0342 Peeforming Dance Group'10
50.0343 Performing Dance Group 11
50.0344 Performing Dance Group 12
50.0351 Ballet and Jazz for Beginners 9
50.0352 Ballet and Jazz for Beginners 10
50.0353 Ballet and Jazz for Beginners 11
50.0354 Ballet and dux for Beginners 12
50.0361 Folk Dance
50.0371 Ethnic Dance
50.037$ Square Dance
50.0381 Aerobic Dance
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Dramatic Arts

50.0500 Dramatic Arts, Other
50.0511" Acting Fundamentals 9
50.0511 .Theater Arts 1

50.0511 Statecraft 9'
50.0512 Acting Fundamentals 10 .

50.0512 Dramatics 10
50.0512 Stage Design en Stage Craft IC
50.0512 Play Producticn 10
50.0512 Stagecraft 10.
50.0513 Acting Fundamertals 11
50.0513 Acting, Workshop

50.0513 Dramatics_11
50.0513 Stagecraft 11
50.0513 Theatre Prcjects 11
50.0513 Play Product:cn 11
50.0513 Theater Prctuctich 11
50.0514 Dramatics 12
50.0514 Fc tinc,Fundarentals 12
50.0514 Flay ProduCticn 12
50.0514 Theater Projects 12
50.0514 .iteccraft 12
50.0514 'Theater WorKetcp 12
50.0521 imprcvisatIcn and time

50.0531 'Plaiwritinc
50.0541 Theater Prect;cur Cchtract
50.0561 Ora-a, IndepehCeht Sti;dy

50.06C0 Filr Arts, 07ner
56.0621 Ptctcgraphy IC
50.0622 Fnct.:Jgrachy 11, E:ementary

50.0622 Visual Compcsiticr.
50.0e:3. Pnctccraphy 12, Elementary
50.0531 Phcticrephy 11, Acvancet
50.06.72 Otctccraphy 12, Advance::
50,p9co Visual end Ferformming Arts, Other

Design

50.0400 Design, Other
50.0411 Graphic Design
50.0221' Theater Makeup
50.0431 Lighting Fundamentals, Theater

Graphic and Commercial Arts

08..0121 FashiOn Design and Illustraticn
48.'0211 Advertising CesIgn
48.0211 CommercJel Art 'I

48.0212 Ccrrercial Art 2
50.0800 Graphic Arts Technolco, Other
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Crafts

50.0213
50.0213

-5E0.6214

50:0214
50.0214
50.0'214

50.6215
50.0215
50.0215
50.0215
50.C216
50.0216
0.0216

50.0221
50.0221

50.0221'.

50.0222
50.0231
50.020.
50.0251
50.s,251

50.0263
50.0264
50.0254
50.0265
50.02f5
50.0256
50.0266
50.0271
0.0271

50.0271

50.02E1
50.0291
50.02.1

Crafts 9
Creative Crafts 9
Creative Crafts 10
Crafts 10
Home Decorative Crafts I
Applied Art 10
Applied Art 11
Hcme Decorative Crafts. 2
Crafts 11
Creative Crafts 11
Crafts 12
Creative Crafts
Applied Art 12
Design Crafts 11, Advanced
Creative Crafts/11, Advanced
Crafts 11, Advanced
Crafts 12,°Advanced
.Deccretor Crafts
Enamelinc
Art Metais.
Jewelry
Ceramics 9
Ceramics 10
Pottery 10
Ceramics 11
Pcttery 11 1

Ceramics 12 i
Pottery 12
Art Textiles Fiber Design
Textile Des' n
Weaving and yeing
Model Buildi%
Printer's Ink\
PrIntmakint \s'

12

Fine Arts

50.0700
50.0703
50.0703
506.0703

50.0703
50.0703
50.07Cp
50.0704
50.070#
50.0705
50.0705
50.0706

"50:0706
50.0707,

50.0707'
50.0708,

Fine Arts, Other\
Art, General
Arts and Crafts Studio
Fine Arts Studio
Studio in Art
Studio Art LaboratOry
Survey Media
Art 9
Art 1

Art 2
Art 10
Art 11
Art 3
Art 4
Art 12
Ar 1, Independent Stud*

\
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Music

50.0709 Art 2, Independent Study
50.0709 Senior Studio
50.0711 Art Services 10
50.0711 School Beautification 10
5;.0712 Art Services 11
5C.0712 School 7:autification 11
50.0713 Art Services 12
50.0713 School Beautification 12
50.0714 Drawing
50.0714 Drawing and Cclor
50.0714 Drawing Techniques
50.0714 Drawing and Painting
50.0714 Two Dimensional Cesign
50.0715 Painting 1
p0.0716 Painting 2
50.0717 Watercolor Painting
50.0717 Wetercolcr 1
50.0717 Weterccicrs arc' Airbrush
50.0718 Cartooning
50.0719 Mural Painting
50.0720 Plastic Ar....s

50.0720 Wood and Stcne Carvinc
50.0720 Three Dimensional Cesicn
50.0720 'Sculpture
50.0720 Three Dimensional Art
50.C721 S:lk Screen,
50.0722 Assemblage
-50.0723 Design
50.0723 Ccicr end Design
50.0723 Product Design
50.0724 Figure Drawing
50.0724 Life Drawing_
50.0724 Portraiture
50.0725 Calligraphy
50.0725 Art Histcry and Apprecia-lcn
50.0730 Artist in Residence Program

50.Q900 Music, Other
50.0907 Band 9
50.09C8 Band 9, Ar.. erced

50.0909 Band, Concert-
50.0910 Band, Parrning
50.0911 Band, Symphchic
50.0911 Senior Band Front
50.0912 Orchestra
50.0916 Orchestra 9
50.0917 Orchestra 9, Advanced
50.0918 Orchestra-10
50.0919 Orchestra 11
50.0919 Concert Orchestra
50.0920 Orchestra 12
50.0920 Symphonic Orchestra
50.0921 Instrumental String Class
50.0922 Brass and Percussion Class
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Music (Cont'd)

50.0923 Brasswind
50.0923 Wind Ensemble

)50.0924 Woodwind Class

50.0925 Electronic Music, lrtroducticn

50.0925 Music on Stage

50.0925 Jazz Ensemble

30.0925 Ensemtle, instrumental

. 50.0925 Stage Sand

50.0927 Guitar, Eeginnino

50.0929 Guitar, Intermediate

50.0929 Guitar, Advanced

50.0930 Handbells

50.0931 Piano 1

60.0931 Keybcerd

50.0932 Plano 2
5C.0933 Orcan
50.0934 Music Lessons, Applied

53.0939 Chorus 9

50.0940 Chcrus 9, Advanced

50.0541 Chorus 10
30.0942 Chorus 10, Advanced

50.0943 Chorus 11

50.0944 Chcrus 11, Advarced
50.0945. Chcrus 12
50.-0946 Chcrus 12, Advanced
5c.cc47 Fop ReCk Ensentle

50.0947 Corcert Chorale

50.0947 Barbershop Octet

50.0947 Chemper Singers

50.0947 Glee Club
50.09'7 MedricEi Singers

50.0947 A Cepelle Chcir
50.0947 Vocal Ensemble
50.0949 Ear Tralning end Sight Singing

50.0946 Voice Class

50.0949 Harmony and Composition

50.0949 Composition, Musical

50.0950 Orchestration
50.0950 Arranging

50.0951 Conducting

50.0952 Music Theory

50.0952 Musicianship
50.0955- American Musical Theater

50.0955 Music Theater

50.0965 Jezr and Stage Ensemble

50.0965 Theater Music Workshop
50.0966 Music Reading and Conference

50.0966 Music, Independent Study

50.0966 Symphony and Lecture Series

A-22
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Creative Writing

23.0500
23.0511
23.0511
23.0512
23.0512
23.0513
23.0521

I-INAN IT I ES

Creative
Croat lye
Creative
Creat ive
Creative
Creative
Creative

Writing, Other
Writing 10
Writing 1
Writing 2, Workshop
Writing 11
Writing 12
Writing, independent stdcy

Humanities and Social Science

30.0400
30.0411
30.0411
30.0421

30.0421
30.0431
30.0441
30.0451

Put ti -0=41 !nary

Fh ilosophy

30.0500
30.0700
30.0711
30.0711
30.0721
30.9500

38.0100
36.0111
3E.0111
38.0111
38.0121
38.0131
38.0131
38.0131
38.0141
38.0151

Humanities and Social Science, Other
Humanities
People and Their Culture
fimanitles of Western Civilization
Humanities, European
Humanities, American
Hunanities, African
Humanities, Near East and Far East

and Inter - disciplinary Studies

Peace Studies, Other
Women's Studies, Otter
Women in American Society
Women's Studies
Warren's Studies in Literature
Multi/Interdicipl !nary Studies, Other

Philosophy. Other
Systems of Philosophy
Philosophy Semimsr
Philosophy
Eth I cs
English Language; Logic and Reason
Clear Thinking
Logic
Epistanics
Social Justice Issues

f;8
Air-A
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Religion

38.02C6
38.0206mom
38.0208
38.0210
38.0210

38.0211
38.0212

Comparative Religion and Philosophical Systems
Comparative Religion
Eastern Religious Thought

. Religions of the East from Hinduism to Zen
Religious Development In the WOST
'Western Religions
Religion and Literature
Rel igion, Introduction

Foreign Languages

16.0100
16.0111

16.C121
16.0121

15.0122
16.0122
16.0123
16.0123
16.0124
16.0200
16.0211
16.0212
16.0300
16.0311
16.0312
16.0313
16.0321

16.0322
16.0323
16.0324
16.0325
16.0331
16.0332
16.0333
16.0334
16.0335

16.0341
16.0342
m.o.*
16.0344
16.0345
16.0351
16.0352
16.0353
16.0354
16.0355
16.0400
16.0411

16.0421

Foreign Languages, Multiple Emphasis, Other
Foreign Language, Exploratory
English as a Second Language 1
TESOL, Eecinning
English as a Seccnc Language 2
TES0t, intermeciate
English as a Second Language 3
TESOL, Advanced
Enclish as a Seconc Language, Skills Lab
African (Non-Semitic) Languaces, Ctter
Swahili 1

Swahili 2
Asiatic Languaces, Otter
Cantonese 1
Cantonese 2
Cantonese 3
Mandarin 1
Mandarin 2
Mandarin 3
Mandarin 4
ftndarin 5
Japanese 1
Japarese 2
Japanese 3
,:apanese 4

Japanese 5
Hawaiian 1
Hawaiian 2
Hawaiian 3
Hawaiian 4
Hawaiian Language and Culture
Korean 1
Korean 2
Korean 3
Korean 4
Korean 5
Balto-Slavic Languages, Other
Ukrainian 1
Russian 1



Foreign Languages (Cont'd)

16.0422 Russian 2
16.0423 Russian 3
16.0424 Russian 4
16.0425 Russian 5
16.0426 Russian 6
16.0427 Foreign Language Contract, Russian
16.0431 Czech 1
16.0432 Czech 2
16.0433 Czech 3
16.0441 Polish 1
16.0442 Polish 2
16.0443 Polish 3
15.0444 Polish 4
16.0500 Greek, Other
16.0611 Modern Greek for.Survivel
16.0521 Mcern Greek 1
16.0700 Intic languages, Cther
16.0.500 Iranian Languages, Other
16.0500 Germaric Languages, Caner
15.0513 German 9
16.0513 German 1
16.0514 German 2
16.05'4 German 10
16.0515 German 11
16.0515 German 3
16.0515- Gerren 12
16.0516 German 4
16.0517 German 5
16.0517 German, Adverced PIecement
16.0518 German Fief_. -2esed Experience
16.0518 Germer, Reating and Conference
16.0519 German, Independent Study
16.0519 Foreign Languace Contract, German
16.0521 Norse 1
16.0521 Ndrwegien 1
16.0522 Ncrweglan 2
16.0522 Norse 2
15.0531 Swedish 1
16.0532 Swedish 2
15.0533 Swedish 3
16.0541 Yiddish 1
16.0542 Yiddish 2
16.0543 Yiddish 3
16.0900 italic Languages, Otter
16.0903 Frencn 1
16.0903 French 9
15.0904 French 2
16.0904 French 10
16.0905 French 11

16.0905 French 3
16.0906 French 4
16.0906 french 12
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Foreign Languages (Cont'd)

16.0907 French 5
16.0907 French, Advanced Placement
16.0908 French Reading and Conference
16.0908 French Field-Based Experience
16.0908 French Seminar
16.0908 French for Travelelers
16.0909 Foreign Language Contract, French
16.0910 French, Conversational
15.0913 Italian 1
16.0913 Italian 9
16.0914 Italian 10
16.0914 Italian 2
16.0915 Italian 3
16.0915 Italian 11
16.0916 Italian 12
16.09'6 Italian 4
16.0917 Italian, Advanced Placement
16.0917 Italian 5
16.0918. Italian Ficid-Based Experience
16.0919 Foreign Language Contract, Italian
16.0920 Latin Graffiti for Anybody
16.0920 Latin 9
16.0920 Latin 1
16.0921 Latin 2
16.0921 Latin 10
16.0922 Latin 11
16.0922 Latin 3
16.0923 Latin 4
16.3923 Latin 12
16.0924 Latin, Advanced Placement
16.0924 Latin 5
16.0925 Foreign Language Contract, Latin,
16.0926 Portuguese 1
16.0927 Portuguese 2
16.0929 Portuguese 3
16.0929 Portuguese 4
16.0930 Portuguese 5
16.0932 Spanish 8
16.0933 Spanish, Beginning
16.0933 Spanish 1
16.0933 Spanish 9
16.0934 Spanish 2
16.0934 Spanish 10
16.0935 Spanish 3
16.0935 Spanish, Intermediate
16'.0935 Spanish 11
16.0936 Spanish 4
16.0936 Spanish 12
16.0937 Spanish 5
16.0937 Spanish, Advanced Placement
16.0938 Spanish Seminar
16.0938 Spanish Field-Based Expiriene
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Fcreien Languages (Cont'd)

16.0939
16.0939
16.0940
16.0940
16.0941

16.0942
16.'0942

16.1000
16.1100
16.1111

16.1112
16.1113
15.1112
16.9900

History

45.0500
45.0607
45.0807
45.0807
45.0805
45.0509
45.081 C

45.0810
45.0811
45.0811
45.cell
45.0812
45.0812
45.0613
45.0814
45.0814
45.0814
45.0E15
45.0816
45.0816
45.0815
45.0817
45.0817
45.0818
45.0818
45.0818
45.0519
45.0820
45.0821
45.0822
45.0823
45.0824
45.0824
45.0824
45.0825

Spanish, independent Study
Foreign Language Contract, Spanish
Spanish for Spanish Speakers
Spanish fcr Native Speakers
Spanish for Travelers
Spanish, Job Related
Spanish, Commercial
Native American Languages, Other
Semitic Languages, Other
Hebrew 1
Hebrew 2
Hebrew 3
Hebrew 4
Fcreign Languages, Other

Histcry, Other
United States History, State and Local
State History and Gcvernment
State History
United States Histcry, State, Advanced Placement
American History, Basic
American Histcry and Wcrld Background
American History
Age of Discovery
Founding of Americe
United'States Histcry 1
Modern American History
United States Historyt2
United States History, Honors
American History, Advanced Placement
American History, College
United States History, Advanced Placement
Westward Movement
American History, Conteiporery
Twentieth Century America
Twentieth Century America, Survey
Twenties and Thi.ties
Roaring 20't and Depressed 30's
America, Pcst War World
America Since 1945
United States History, Recent
Nineteen Sixties
Nineteen Seventies
Reform in American History
American inquiries
Historic Eventi, Unites States
American Wars, Causes and Effects
American Wars and Diplomacy
World Wars
Civil War



'41 story (Cont'd)

45.0E28 Civil War, Reconstruction and industrialism
45.0827 War and Modern Consciousness
45.0828 World Marl!
45.0829 United States Military Historyftl
45.0830 United States Military History 2
45. 1 United States History, Field Study

.432 North American Histor,
45.0833 Mixican History
45.08!4 South American History
45.0835 History of World Civilization
45.0835 Eye on the World
45.0E35 Survey o4 World Studies .

45.0835 World History and Culture
45.0E35 World History
45.0'35 World Gengrephy and World Cultures
45.0E36 World History, College
45.0837 Modern World Civilization
45.0E37 World History, Modern
45.0632 Current World History
45.083e World Civilization; Twentleth,Century
45.083= World Civilizetion, Twentieth Century, Honors
45.0640 Western Civilization 9
45.0E40 World Civilization 9
45.0841 World Civilization 9, Honors
45.0641 Western Civilization 9, Ponors
45.082 European History
45.0842 Western Civilization. Histdry
45.0E43 Early Western Civilization
45.0844 Western Civilization, Advance~ Plecvnent
45.0e44 World History, Advanced
45.0845 Ancient end Classical World
45.0646 Ancient Greek History.
45.0847 Rome and Her Empire
45.0E48 Ancient History and Middle Ages
45.0648 Ancient World History
45.0E48 Development of Civilization
45.0842 Early World History
45.0649 English History
45.0850 English History, Honors
45.0851 French Revolution, Honors
45.0852 Modern Europe
45.0853 European History Mid-Nineteenth Through Mic-Twentieth Centuries
45.0854 European History, Twentieth Century
45.0854 Twentieth Century Europe
45.0855 European History, Advanced Readings
45.0856 Edlopean History, Modern, Advanced Placement
45.0856 Western Civilization, Modern
45.0857 Third World History
45.0858 African History
45.0859 Africa, Middle East and Latin America
45.0860 Latin American History
45.08E1 Middle East History
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History CCont'd)

45.0862 Israel, History.
45.0863 Eastern Civilization
45.0864 Far East, History
45.0865 Asian History, Modern
45.0866 Pacific Lands, History
4540867 Russian History
45.08E8 World Leaders, Past and Present
45.0869 Historical Research

Ant!-ropology/Cultural Geography

45.0200 Anthropology,' Other
45.0211 Anthropology
45.0221 Comparative Cultural Patterns

45.0221 Cultural Pluralism
45.0221 Multicultural Education
45.0231 Anthropology, Pytti end Magic
45.0241 Cultural Anthropology, Research
45.0704 Geography
45.0704 Cultural and Physical Geogrephy
45.0704 World Geography
45.0709 Man and His Environment
45.0709 Human and Cultural Geography
05.01C0 Arealtudies, Other
05.0101 Area Studies
05.0102 American Studies, Basic
05.0103 :merican Studies, Azademic
05.010 American-History and Americar Character
d511103 American Studies, Regents
05.0103 American Studies, General
05.0104 Americrdi Social Change
05.0104 Amerl.a's People and Problems
05.0104 Contemporary America
05.0104 Factors that Mace America Great
05.0105 American Studies, Honors
05.0106 New England Studies-

Old South
05.0108 American West
05.0108 American Frontiers
05.0108 How the West Was Won
05.0108 Wild West
05.0109 Southwest United States

05.0110 Anglo America
05.0111 North America and Current Events
05.0112 North and South America
05.0113 Latin America and the Caribbean
05.0113 Latin American
05.0113 Latin American Studies
05.0113 Mesoemerica
05.0113 South Amer:ice

05.0114 World Cultures 1
05.0114 World Studies 1
05.0115 World Studies 2



Anthropology/Cultural Geography (Cont'd)

05.0115 World' Cultures 2
05:0116 World Cultures; Honors
05.0116 World Studies, Honors
05.0117 Comparative World Cultures
05.0118 European Culture Studies, Basic
05.0118 Western Europe on the Move
05.0119 Europe end Current Events
05.0119 Eurcpe Culture Studies, General
05.0119 Europe Culture Studies, Regents
05.0119 Western Man
05.0119 Western European'Culture Studies, Academic
05.0120 Europeah'Culture Studies, Honors
05.0120 Western Europeah Culture Studies, Honors
05.0121 Developing World
05.0121 devetcong Nations
05.0121 Emerging Nations
05.0122 African Cultural Area
05.0122 African Area Studies
05.0123 Africa and South America
05.0124 Asian and African Cultural Studies, Basic
05.0125 Asian and African Cultural Studies, General
05.0125 Asian and African Cultural Studies, Regents
05.0125 Asian and African Cultural Studies, Honors
05.0127 Asian Studies .

05.0127 East Asian Studies
05.0127 Chinese and Japanese Cultures
05.0127 Oriente, Cultures
05.0127 Orient, Land of Mystery
05.0125 History of China
05.0129 Asia, Africa and Mideast
05.0133 Africa and Middle East
05.0131 Middle Eastern Studies
05.0132 Middle East, War.of Survival
05.0133 Making of Modern Russia
05.0133 Soviet Union
05.0133 USSR
05.0133 Russian and Slavic Studies
05.0133 Soviet Area Studies
05.0134 Soviet Union and China
05.0135 Soviet Union and Afro American Developing Nations
05.0136 History of Russia
05.0137 Neglected World
05.0138 Global Perspectives
05.0138 Global Issues
05.0138 Global Studies
05.0138 Global Education
05.0138 World Problems
05.0200 Ethnic Studies, Other
05.0211 American Intercultural Heritage
05.0211 Minority Groups in the United States
05.0211 Minorities
05.0211 Minorities in United States History
P5.0211 Minorities in America
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Anthropology/Cultural Geography

05.0211
05.0211

05.0211
05.0221

05.0231
05.0231
05.0231

05.0231
05.0231
05.0231
05.0241
05.0251
05.0251
05.0251
05.0271
05.0271
05.02E1
05.0291

05.99:0

Multi Ethnic Cultures
Minority People
United States Cultures
Ethnic and Family Heritage
American Bieck History
Afro American Culture and History
Afro American Studies
Black Studies
Black History
Slack Experience
Economics of Afro Americans
American 'Indian
Indians of North America
Jewish Historical Significance
Mexican American Studies
Mexican American Heritece
Hawaiiana
Hawaiian Culture Studies, mocern
Area and Ethnic Studies, Ctter

English and the Study of Literature

23.C100
23.0105
23.0105
23.0105
23.0107
23.0107
23.C1C8
23.0106
23.0109
23.0109
23.0110
23.0110
23.0111

23.0111
,23.0112
23.0112
23.0113
23.0113
23.011A
23.0114
23.0115
23.1:115

23.0116
23.0116
23.0117
23.0117
23.0117
23.0118
23.0118
23.0119
23.0119

English, Other General
English 1, Below Grade Level
English 9, Basic
Communication Skills, Non CcIlece
Eng! sh 1
Eng! sh 9, Ave.-age
Eng! sh'1, Honors
Engl sh 9, Honors
Eng! sh 10, Basic
Eng! sn 2, Below Grade Level
Eng! sh 10, Average
Eng! sn 2
Eng! sn 2, Honors
Eng! sn 10, Honors
Eng! sh 3, Below Grade Level
Eng! sh 11, Basic
Engi sh 11, Average
Encl sh 3
Eng!

Eng!
Engl

Eng !

Eng !

Engi
Eng!

Eng!
Eng !

sh 3, Honors
sn 11, Honors
sh 12, Basic
sh 4, Below.Grade Level
sn 4
sh 12, Average
sh, Advanced Placement
sh 4, Honors
sh 12, Honors

Modern Classical Literature
World Literature
Renaissance Literature
Man in a New World
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English and the Study of Literature (C004d)

23.0120 Man and Nature
23.0120 Rthanticism
23.0121 Realism
23.0122 Big Books of the 20th-Century

23.0122 Contemporary Fiction
23.0122 Literature, Contemporary
23.0122 Twentieth Century Literature
23.0123 Irish Literature
23.0124 Russian Literature
23.01.25 Bitle as Literature
23.0125 Literature of the Bible..

23.0125 tierces, Gods and Monsters

23.0125 Mythology end Fable
23.01:5 Mythology end Folklore.

23.0127 Drama, introduction
23.0129 World Drama
23.0129 Plays, Mctern Survey
23.013 Novels
23.0131 Short Story

23.0131 Short Narrative

23.0131 Short Fitticn
23.0132 Mysteries
23.0133 Poetry
23.0134 Rock Poetry
23.0135 American Humor
23.0135 Humor
2'.0135 Let's Laugh
2 .0136 Biography
2..0136 Famous Personalities
23.0137 Non Fiction
23.0138 Fiction and Fantasy

23.0138 Science Fiction
23.0138 literature of the Mysterious
23.0139 Themes in Literature
23.C139 Modern Journalistic Literature
23.0139 War and Peace

23.0140 Literature of Human Values
23.0141 Ethnic Literature
23.0111 Minority Literature

23.0112 Women'in Literature
23.0143 Sports Through Literature
23.0144 Occult.Literature
23.0144 Supernatural Literature

23.0145 Protest Literature
23.0146 Adolescent Fiction
23.0146 Rooks and the Teenage Reader

23.0146 Youth and Literature
23.0147 Heroes
23.0148 Utopias
23.0149 Death
23.0150 Nobel Prize Authors
23.0151 Seminar in an Author

23.0152 English, Real Life Protlem Solving
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Eng:Ish and the:Study of Literature lCcnt'd)

Effective Reading
Best Selleis
Reading, Individualized
Reading, Independent Study
Reading for Pleasure
Reeding and Conference
Literature, individualized
Reeding Laboratory
Cclies'e Writing
Writing and Research
Research Technique
Research Process
Research Papei-
Research and Writing the Term Paper
Classir.s, Other
Classical Mythology
Mytholocical Literature, Greek end Roman
Comparative Literature, Other
Comparative Literature
Comparisons in Literature
Literature, American, Other
American Writers _

American Literature
American Experience
Selected American Authors
Portrait of an American
Afro American Literature
Black Literature
Literature c! Black America
American Dream in Literature
American Dilemma
American Cultural Patterns
American Philosophy in Literature
American Heroes
Folklore, American.
American Indian Literature
Indian Literature
Regional Writers
State Writers
Frontier Literature
Western Literature
Mexican American Literature
Literature, English, Other
British Literature, Conventions end Ex;eriments

Literature Survey
P.gground of Modern British Literetyre

or British Writers
Avw6.of Men
Political intrigue anc Murder
Shakespeare
Mcderr 6ritish Writers
Victorian Literature
Satire, Modern British

23.0153.

23.0153
23.0153
23.0153
23.0153
23.0153
23.0153
"23..0'53

23.C.151

23.0154
23.0154
23.0154
23.0154
23.0154
23.0200
23.0211
23.0211
23.03C0
23.0311
23.0311
23.0700
234111
23.0711
75.0711

_340711
23.0711
23.0721
23.0721
23.0721
23.0731
23.0731
23.0731
23.0731
23.0731
23.0741
23.0751
23.0751
23.0761
23.0761
230771
23.0771
23.0781
23.0803
23.0811
23.0811
23.0811
23.0811
23.0821
23.0821
23.0821
23.0831
23.0841
23.0851
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7

Rhetoric and Composition (Cont'd)

23.0411 Language Structure 12
23.0412 Etymology
23.0412 Word Clues
23.0412 Wordsearch
23.0413 Handwriting
23.0413 Penmensh10
23.0Z14 Interperscral Communication

Cultural Appreciation

50.0551 Drama, History
50.0611 Film Study
50.0511 Film Appreciaticn
50.0611 Film Criticism
50.0612 Lancuace of the Cinema
5).072f Arts and the Masters
50.0727 !lack Fine Arts
50.!'2S Mexico, Fine Arts

Eicultural Art
50.0731 Et-,nic Art Histcry
50.0732 Art ts A Multicultural Study
50.0954 Music HIF+try 8
50.0954 Music Throuv the Ages
50.0953 Music History 9
50.0;55 Ccntemperary'Mus.c 9
50.0955 Pop Pusic History 9
50.0955 Fcp Music History 1C
.50.0955 Contemperery Music 10
50.0956 Music History 10
50.0957 Music Histcry 11
50.0957 Music Literature 11
50.0957 Contv1perery Music 11
50.0957 Pop Music HVEtory 11
50.0958 Fop Music Hlitcry 12
50.0952 Contemporary Music 12
50.0958 Music History 12
50.0959 Music Literature 9 .

50.0959 Traditional Music 9, Survey
50.0960 Music Literature 10
50.0563 Traditional Music 10,.Survey
50.0961 Traditional Music 11, Survey
50.09.62 Music Literature 12
50.0962 Traditional Music 12, Survey
50.0563 Music Acprecieticn
50.0963 Adventures In Listening
5).0964 Fait Music, Ethnic

179
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